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Abstract
In this review, the available information on thesizes

of wader populations wintering along the East Atlantic
coast is summarized. The most important winteringsites
for individual species are mapped, and attempts are made
to distinguish biogeographical populations. Data are
compared with those published by Prater (1976),
illustrating the increase in knowledge over the past decade
on wader populations in western Europe and West Africa.
2:

Résumé

La présente étude réunit de fagon succincte les
données dont nous disposons surla taille des populations
de limicoles hivernant le long du secteur oriental de
l’Atlantique. Le lecteur y trouvera des cartes des principales
aires d’hivernage utilisées par chacunedes espéces. On
tente égalementde classifier les populations d’aprés les
zones biogéographiques. Une analyse comparative des
données colligées et de celles fournies par Prater (1976)
permetde constater les progrés accomplis depuis dix ans
dans notre connaissance des populations de limicoles de
l'Europe de l'Ouestet de l’Afrique occidentale.
3:

Introduction

Thefirst attempt to estimate the size of wader
populations wintering along the coasts of Europe and West
Africa dates from the mid-1970s (Prater 1976). Since then,
several expeditions and specific research projects, most of
them coordinated or organized by the Wader Study Group
(WSG), the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO), and the
Werkgroep Internationaal Wad- en Watervogelonderzoek
(WIWOfoundation), have yielded many new data on
numbers of wintering waders, migration routes, and
timingof migration (Fig. 1). At the same time, more
information on biometrics has become available, which has
helped greatly in providing additional information on the
location of the breeding areas of the birds concerned (Prater
et al. 1977; Engelmoer 1984). New information has also
becomeavailable through further analysis of ringing
recoveries (Kragenow 1980; Roos 1984; Ilychev 1985). As
well, the annual midwinter counts in northwestern Europe

have been continued. Asa result of these efforts in the past
10 years, a picture has gradually developed of wader populations showingrather consistent site fidelity (Symonds and
Langslow 1984) and migration strategies (Pienkowski and
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Pienkowski 1983), leading to the distinction of a flyway
along the eastern borders of the Atlantic Ocean.
A flyway, defined as ‘‘a major route for birds on
migration”’ (Campbell and Lack 1985), encompasses the
annual migration routes of populations of waders and
waterfowl between the breeding and wintering quarters,
including the stopover areas in between these extremes.
Flyways have already been described for wader populations
elsewhere in the world (Morrison and Myers 1987; Parish
et al. 1987), and the concept appears to be applicable to
waders migrating along the East Atlantic coast (Piersma
Figure |
Areas with the most significant increase in counting coverage (indicated in black)
since Prater’s (1976) review

Table 1
English, scientific, French, German, and Spanish names and Euring code of wader
species mentioned in the text*
English

Scientific

French

German

Spanish

Euring code

Oystercatcher
Black-wingedStilt
Avocet
Stone Curlew
Collared Pratincole
Little Ringed Plover
CommonRinged Plover
SnowyPlover
Eurasian Dotterel
Golden Plover
Black-bellied Plover
Northern Lapwing
Knot
Sanderling
Little Stint
Temminck’s Stint
Curlew Sandpiper
Purple Sandpiper

Haematopus ostralegus
Himantopus himantopus
Recurvirostra avosetta
Burhinus oedicnemus
Glareola pratincola
Charadrius dubius
Charadrius hiaticula
Charadrius alexandrinus
Charadrius morinellus
Pluvialis apricaria
Pluvialis squatarola
Vanellus vanellus
Calidris canutus
Calidris alba
Calidris minuta
Calidris temminckii
Calidris ferruginea
Calidris maritima

Huitrier pie
Echasse blanche
Avocette
Oedicnemecriard
Glaréole a collier
Petit gravelot
Grand gravelot
Pluvier neigeux
Pluvier guignard
Pluvier doré
Pluvier argenté
Vanneau huppé
Bécasseau maubéche
Bécasseau sanderling
Bécasseau minute
Bécasseau de Temminck
Bécasseau cocorli
Bécasseau violet

Austernfischer
Stelzenlaufer
Sabelschnabler
Triel
Rotfliigelbrachschwalbe
Flussregenpfeifer
Sandregenpfeifer
Seeregenpfeifer
Mornellregenpfeifer
Goldregenpfeifer
Kiebitzregenpfeifer
Kiebitz
Knutt
Sanderling
Zwergstrandlaufer
Temminckstrandlaufer
Sichelstrandlaufer
Meerstrandlaufer

Ostrero
Cigiienuela
Avoceta
Alcaravan
Canastera
Chorlitejo chico
Chorlitejo grande
Chorlitejo patinegro
Chorlitejo carambolo
Chorlitejo dorado commiin
Chorlitejo gris
Avefria
Correlimos gordo
Correlimostridactylo
Correlimos menudo
Correlimos de Temminck
Correlimoszarapatin
Correlimos oscuro

04500
04550
04560
04590
04650
04690
04700
04770
04820
04850
04860
04930
04960
04970
05010
05020
05090
05100

CommonSnipe
Black-tailed Godwit
Bar-tailed Godwit

Gallinago gallinago
Limosa limosa
Limosa lapponica

Bécassine des marais
Barge 4 queue noire
Barge rousse

Bekassine
Uferschnepfe
Pfuhlschnepfe

Agachadiza comin
Aguja colinegra
Aguja colipinta

05190
05320
05340

Eurasian Curlew
Spotted Redshank
Redshank
Marsh Sandpiper
CommonGreenshank
Green Sandpiper

Numenius arquata
Tringa erythropus
Tringa totanus
Tringa stagnatilis
Tringa nebularia
Tringa ochropus

Dunlin
Ruff

Whimbrel

Wood Sandpiper

Common Sandpiper
Ruddy Turnstone

Calidris alpina
Philomachus pugnax

Bécasseau variable
Chevalier combattant

Numenius phaeopus

Courlis corlieu

Tringa glareola

Chevalier sylvain

Actitis hypoleucos
Arenaria interpres

Alpenstrandlaufer
Kampflaufer

Correlimos comin
Combatiente

Regenbrachvogel

Zarapito trinador

Bruchwasserlaufer

Andarriosbastardo

Courlis cendré
Chevalier arlequin
Chevalier gambette
Chevalier stagnatile
Chevalier aboyeur
Chevalier cul-blanc

Grosser Brachvogel
Dunkler Wasserlaufer
Rotschenkel
Teichwasserlaufer
Griinschenkel
Waldwasserlaufer

Chevalier guignette
Tournepierre roux

Flussuferlaufer
Steinwalzer

05120
05170

05380

Zarapito real
Archibebe oscura
Archibebe comin
Archibebe fino
Archibebe claro
Andarrios grande

05410
05450
05460
05470
05480
05530

Andarrioschico
Vuelvepiedras

05560
05610

05540

“Thespecies are listed in Voous’s (1973, 1977) order.

et al. 1987a). A flyway should be regarded as a
generalization of the movements of bird populations.
Individual birds may behavevery differently, and so may
smaller groups within somespecies (see Section 5.2.).
Despite these limitations, the flyway concept has proved to
be the most practicable approachfor describing the
movements of wader populations and for estimating their
size. Estimatesof the total populationsize of species are
useful tools for conservation purposes, offering the
possibility of quantifying the significance of specific sites
and of distinguishing between sites of major importance
and those supporting smaller numbersofbirds.
In this review, the available information on thesizes
of wader populations wintering along the East Atlantic
coast is summarized. At the sametime, the most important

wintering sites for individual species are mapped; as well,
attempts are madeto distinguish biogeographical populations, which are sometimes, but not always, recognized as
morphological ‘‘races.”” English, scientific, French,
German, and Spanish namesof species mentioned in the
text are given in Table1.
In variousparts of this report, data are compared
with those published by Prater (1976). Population estimates
have been updated since then (Prater 198la; Scott 1982);
however, because more than 10 years have passed since
Prater’s first attempt, a comparison with these data gives us
a good impression of the increase in knowledge on wader
populations in western Europe and WestAfrica.
4.
4.1.

Processing the results of the counts

Counting methodology
Numerical information in this paper is based on
counts, mostly from well-qualified amateur ornithologists

whowereinstructed by their regional coordinators as to
where and when to count. The results were collected and
processed by the national organizers. Results of the
countrywide surveys were compiled by the coordinator of
the Wader Research Group of the International Waterfowl
and Wetlands Research Bureau (IWRB). At present, wader
counts are being organized in most estuaries in Europe and
Northwest Africa on a regular basis (Table 2). Farther
south in West Africa and in northern Europe,the fre-

quency with which countsare carried out decreases rapidly.
In some countries, the number of counts is restricted to one

per year (around mid-January); in others, additional counts
are organized in autumnandspring. In some countries
(e.g., Britain) or regions (parts of France, Spain, Portugal,
andin the international WaddenSeaarea), it has been
possible to organize monthly counts during most of
the year.
In this paper, emphasis has been placed on counts
in January when, apart from cold weather movements,
relatively little migration takes place: autumn migration
has ceased and spring migration has not yetstarted.
Maximum coverage during simultaneous counts in
January therefore yields the mostreliable estimate of the
total numbersof waders wintering over large areas. Because
total coverageofall suitable sites in any particular country
is rarely achieved, the reported annualtotals will nearly
always be below the actual numberof waders present. After
correspondence with the national coordinators concerned,
the figures in this paper have been corrected for omissions
in counting coverage. Even if, for a specific country, data
were available over a longer period, only those from 1975 to
1985 were considered for analysis.
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Table 2
Countries in the East Atlantic flyway where midwinter wader surveys
have been carried out, and the most important references used in this review

Country

Counts
from

Annual
midwinter
count?

Completeness
of
coverage?

Iceland
Faeroes

1973-77
1980-82

-

~
fe

Wilson 1982
Sorensen and Skeldal 1983; Bloch, in litt.

Denmark rest of country
FRG (Schleswig Holstein)
FRG (Niedersachsen)
Netherlands Wadden Sea
Netherlands delta
Netherlands beach
Belgium beach
Ireland
Great Britain
France
Spain

1974-78
1965-present
1980-present
1972-present
1975-present
1977-present
1972-present
1971-present
1969-present
1977-present
+1975-present

a
fe
+
+
f
+
+
cH

a
mt
+
if
+
#
+
=
+
+
“"

Meltofte 1981
Busche 1980; Prokosch, in litt.
Knief 1982; Burdorf and Heckenroth, in litt.
Zegers 1985, and in litt.
Meiningeretal. 1984, 1985
Meininger and Becuwe 1979
Becuwe 1983
Hutchinson 1979; Moser and Prjys-Jones 1988
Prater 1981a; Prys-Jones and Kirby 1987
Mahéo1978-86
Alberto and Purroy 1981, 1984

Italy
Morocco
Algeria
Tunisia
Mauritania
Sénégal
Gambia
Guinea-Bissau
Dem. Rep. Guinea
Sierra Leone
Liberia
Ghana
Namibia
South Africa

+1980-?
1972-present
1975-present
1977/78, 1984
1979/80
1975-present
+1975
1982, 1987
1988
1981-84
1981-87
1986
1977-present
1975-present

:
=
-

ae
+
+
+
+
a
ft:
ee
+
+
+
+

Perco 1984; Schenk, in litt.
Kersten and Smit 1984; Thevenot,in litt.
Bellatreche et al. 1982; Smit 1986
van Dijk et al. 1986; Czajkowski, in litt.
Trotignonetal. 1980; Altenburg et al. 1982
Meininger 1988)
Vestergaard Jensen and Kirkeby 1980
Zwarts 1988
Altenburg and van der Kamp 1989
Tye and Tye 1987
Gatter 1988
Ntiamoa-Baidu and Grieve 1987
Summersetal. 1987a
Summersetal. 1987a

Denmark Wadden Sea

Portugal

1974-present

oe

1975-present

io

a

,

t

Reference

Meltofte 1980; Laursen et al. 1987

Rufino 1978-82; Smit 19896

“+ or - denotes whether annual midwintersurveys are carried out or not.
’Completeness of countrywidesurveys is expressed as - (very incomplete coverage),
+ (incomplete coverage), or + (more or less complete coverage).

4.2.

Counting accuracy
According to Rappoldtet al. (1985) and Prater and
Lloyd (1987), the accuracy of wader counts is dependent on
five types of potentialerror:
(1) failure to count important estuaries holding large

numbersof birds;

(2) occurrence of waders in habitats other than estuaries;
(3) stochastic errors when counting flocks;
(4) systematic errors (over- and underestimates) when
counting flocks; and

(5) small roosts or single birds remaining unnoticed.
Thefirst topic has been taken accountofin this
review, using additional information from national
coordinators. The second topic is much moredifficult to
deal with. Considering the amountof rocky and sandy

coastline not covered in many countries, we can conclude

only that the recorded total number of waders along the
East Atlantic coastis very likely to increase as soon as more
information on those sections of coastline becomes
available. This applies especially to species typically
wintering on rocky coasts, such as the Oystercatcher
Haematopus ostralegus, Common Ringed Plover
Charadrius hiaticula, Sanderling Calidris alba, Purple

Sandpiper Calidris maritima, Dunlin Calidris alpina,
Eurasian Curlew Numenius arquata, Redshank Tringa
totanus, and Ruddy Turnstone Arenaria interpres.

Thethird, fourth, and fifth topics have been studied

in the Dutch Wadden Sea (Rappoldtet al. 1985). Stochastic
errors, resulting from the normally occurring variation in
results in a series of counts, appear to be independent of
flock size. The stochastic error for flocks in flight is
somewhatsmaller than that for flocks at rest. Stochastic
errors have a tendencyto decrease in size whenresults of
different observers and areas are combined. Normally this
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happens automatically whenresults of individual observers
are added upto arrive at regional or nationaltotals. For the
Dutch WaddenSea, the total derived stochastic error was in

the order of 5-10% (relative standard deviation) for common
species. Systematic over- or underestimationsof a single
observer do not average out but are superimposed on
stochastic errors. In particular, widely scattered species or
those assemblingin small roosts tend to be easily overlooked. Counts of uncommonspecies therefore tend to
yield inaccurate results, generally underestimates of the real
numbers present. As a whole, however, counts can be

considered asreliable tools to determine wader numbers.
4.3.

Derivation of the 1% criteria
Summarized information from national
coordinators was used to calculate meanfiguresforall
countries along the East Atlantic flyway. National totals
were roundedoff to the nearest 100. Information on
individualsites was processed in the same way, except for
sites in the United Kingdom, where average peak winter
counts during November-March were used (cf. Prys-Jones
and Kirby 1987). These data yield somewhathigher figures
than mean data for January, because some migration
betweensites may occur over the given period. Data were
always rounded off to the nearest 100 or 1000.
The 1% criteria were derived from thefinal
population estumates. For all species, the 1% criterion was
roundedoff to the nearest 100 (population size below
100 000), 500, or 1000 (population size over 100000). Five

species (Purple Sandpiper, Whimbrel Numenius phaeopus,
Spotted Redshank Tringa erythropus, Common
Greenshank Tringa nebularia, and Common Sandpiper
Actitis hypoleucos) yielded highly inaccurate population
estimates.

5.

Division of species groups and geographical areas

5.1.

The flyway concept on the East Atlantic coast
The flyway concept can be adequately used to
describe the movementsof specific populationsof a single
species only, althoughit is also used to describe an
amalgamation of migratory routes of a groupofspecies.
This limitationis illustrated in Figure 2. An example of a
very simple flyway pattern is given in Figure 2A, which
summarizes the migration of Oystercatchers in Europe and
Africa. Birds from northern breeding quarters migrate to
northwestern Europe to winter, a small part of the
population going farther south to reach Mauritania and
Guinea-Bissau (see Section 7.1.). Although this pattern is
somewhatoversimplified, as some local populations may
contain moreresidents than others, this picture describes
the general migration of European Oystercatchers
satisfactorily.
As soon as two or more populations of one species
winterin different areas, the situation becomes more
complicated. Figure 2B illustrates the breeding and main

wintering areas of two different Knot Calidris canutus
populations in Europe and Africa. Both the migration
routes and timing of migration for these populations are

quite different. Ringing recoveries have shown that a small

proportion of the Siberian breeding Knots migrate to
South Africa to spend the winter (see Section 7.7.). For this

species, the flyway area therefore extends from the Nearctic

and Siberian breeding groundsas far south as South Africa
and consists of an amalgamation of the flyway routes of the
two subspecies concerned.
For Black-bellied Plovers Pluvialis squatarola
(Fig. 2C), the situation is even more complicated. There are
indications, based on biometrics, that birds from as far west

as northeastern Canada andasfareast as central Siberia
may winter along the western European and West African
coasts (Engelmoer 1984), although ringing recoveries from
the westernmost breeding groundsarestill lacking (see
Section 7.6.). Furthermore, it is not yet known whether
specific breeding populations use specific wintering areas
or whether mixing of populations occurs within the
winteringarea. For this reason, the East Atlantic flyway of
Black-bellied Plovers cannotyet be specified with more
detail than is indicated in Figure 2C.
Thus, the overall East Atlantic flyway (Fig. 2D)
consists of a combination of the separate flywaysofall
wader populations that use routes along the shores of the
East Atlantic. For some species (such as the Purple
Sandpiper), it extends south to western Europe; for others
(e.g., the Knot), it extends as far south as Cape Province in
South Africa. Probably no more than some thousands, or

tens of thousands, go as far south as that. It is therefore
reasonable to consider the northern coast of the Gulf of
Guinea as the southern border of this amalgamated East

Atlantic flyway. For reasons mentioned in Section 5.2., the

southern andeastern border of the overall East Atlantic
flyway is taken to be the Ivory Coast. In the species
descriptions (Sections7.1.-7.21.), the borders of the East
Atlantic flyway area have been defined differently from
species to species. Occasionally, these flyways may extend
to South Africa. For each species, the flyway population
has been divided into separate (biogeographical)
populations wheneverit is possible to distinguish separate
breeding populationslinked to specific wintering areas.

5.2.

The distinction between the East Atlantic and other
Eurasian/African flyways
Recoveries of ringed waders have shownthatthe
birds using wetlands along the European Atlantic coast
originate from an area ranging from at least 85°W
(Ellesmere Island, Canada) to 125°E (Lena River valley and
delta, central Siberia) (Branson 1987), although there are
recoveries of Ruffs Philomachus pugnax from atleast
150°E (Glutz von Blotzheim et al. 1975). The locations of
breeding areas of the species involved differ considerably,
with Knot, Sanderling, and Ruddy Turnstone providing

the extremesin travelling over large distances. On the other
hand,at least parts of the breeding populationsof
Oystercatcher, Eurasian Curlew, and Redshank from

northwestern Europe hardly migrate at all (Hale 1980;
Speek and Speek 1984). For many species, little is known
about the exact location of the breeding areas. Birds
migrating to different wintering quarters in Africa do show
some overlap in breeding area, but there are indications

that birds migrating to East Africa originate from breeding
areas farther east than birds wintering in the west. Ringing
recoveries show thatthis certainly applies for some
freshwater species, including Ruff, Wood Sandpiper
Tringa glareola, and Common Sandpiper(Ilychev 1985).
Mostrecoveries from ringing and colour-marking
programsin northwestern Europe and West Africa point to
an intensively used migration route along the East Atlantic
coast (Altenburg et al. 1982; Pienkowski and Pienkowski
1983; Pienkowski and Evans 1984; Speek and Speek 1984;

Branson 1987). Birds passing through the Baltic migrate
partly through northwestern Europe and along the
Atlantic coast to their wintering quarters, and partly across
central Europe,either to winter in the Mediterranean basin
itself or to use thelatter as a stopover area during onward
migration (Johnson 1974; Kragenow 1980; Gromadzka 1983;
Smit 1986). Recoveries of Little Stints Calidris minuta show
a migration route between Sénégal and the central part of
the Mediterranean and the Black Sea (Moreau 1967); as

well, Sanderlings and Ruddy Turnstones ringed on the
Wash(east England; Branson 1987) and Curlew Sandpipers
Calidris ferruginea and Redshanksringed in Mauritania
have been recovered in the Mediterranean (Altenburgetal.
1982).
A combinationof all ringing recoveries yields a
picture of two main migration routes from Europe to the
west coast of Africa and the western part of the Gulf of
Guinea (Fig. 3). In these wintering areas, birds from both
migration routes apparently mix to a considerable extent,
so that it is not easy to separate these routes into distinct
flyways. Additional observations on the timing of migration (Tye and Tye 1987) show that adult waders in Sierra
Leonearrive between August and Decemberand leave in
April and May. A comparison of phenological patterns in
Sénégal and Ghana showsthat waders in Ghanaarrive
relatively earlier (Grimes 1974). Accordingly, Tye (1987)
argued that “birds wintering down the African coastas far
as western Ghana mayfollow the coastline from north-west
Africa, while birds from eastern Ghana and eastwards cross

the Sahara.” For this reason, birds wintering from Morocco
to the Ivory Coast are considered to belong to the East
Atlantic flyway.
Ringing recoveries from South Africa and East
Africa are much more limited. The available information
points to the distinction of two more major flyway routes
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Figure 2
Flyway systems for Oystercatcher, Knot, and Black-bellied Plover along the East
Atlantic coast and the generalized picture for an amalgamationof wader coastal
species. Breeding areas are in black; main wintering areas arestippled. Further
details can be found inSection5.1.
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between the Nearctic and Eurasian breeding grounds and
the European/African wintering quarters. Waders
wintering from Ghana to Angola migrate mainly through
the eastern part of the Mediterranean to cross the Sahara
(cf. Piersmaet al. 1987a), whereas those wintering in the
southern part of Africa follow the Rift Valley lakes or the
East African coast to the Middle East and the Caspian
(Summerset al. 1987a) (Fig. 3). In this paper, we shall refer
to these three flywaysas:
(1) the East Atlantic flyway, with wintering quarters
ranging from Iceland and Scandinavia to West Africa, the
central part of the Mediterranean, and West Africa as far

Sandpipers (Wilson et al. 1980). These birds do not

(2) the Mediterranean flyway, with wintering areas in

5.3.

and
(3) the East African flyway, with wintering areas in
Namibia, the Republic of South Africa, the East African

the coasts of western Europe and West Africa, south to

east and south as the Ivory Coast;

Egypt and the African coast between Ghana and Angola;

coast, and the Arabian Gulf.

As outlined in Section 5.1., this is the generalized
picture for the whole group of waders. At a species level,
the areas of these flyways may extend farther east, west, or
south (cf. Piersmaet al. 1987a). Some birds may use these
routes alternately, following a route along the East Atlantic
coast in autumn and followingthe trans-Sahara route in
spring. There are indications that this is true for Curlew

Figure 3
Geographical extent of the flyway systems of waders breeding in the eastern
Nearctic and the western and central Palearctic, and the European and African
wintering areas
-—

terminate in the western part of the Mediterranean, where

wader numbersare lower in spring than in autumn and
winter(Johnson 1974; Motis e¢ al. 1981; Martinez Vilalta

1985). In the central and eastern parts of the Mediterranean,
the opposite is found (Ilychev 1985; Smit 1986). ‘These
findings indicate that loop migration is likely for some
species, althoughit is still insufficiently proven. Migrating
birds in autumn maydrift westward asa result of strong
winds, in someyears in large numbers (Stanley and Minton
1972). In spring, on their way back toward the breeding
areas, these birds tend to follow a moreeasterly route.
The distinction between coastal and freshwater
species
Prater (1976) dealt only with birds wintering along

Mauritania, including the Mediterranean and Black seas.
No attempt was madeto split up this wintering population
into separate flyway populations or biogeographical units.
As well, Prater considered only coastal waders, excluding
populations wintering in noncoastal habitats.
For somespecies, a division into coastal and

noncoastal wintering populations can be made without

any problem. Black-bellied Plover, Knot, Sanderling,

Dunlin, Purple Sandpiper, Bar-tailed Godwit Limosa
lapponica, and Ruddy Turnstone are typically maritime.
Common Snipe Gallinago gallinago, Little Ringed Plover
Charadrius dubius, Ruff, Green Sandpiper Tringa
ochropus, and Wood Sandpiper winter almost exclusively
in freshwater habitats. Other species, such as Common
Ringed Plover, Little Stint, Curlew Sandpiper, Redshank,
and Common Greenshank, are found in both types of
habitat. ‘The Icelandic breeding population of the Blacktailed Godwit Limosa limosa behaves like a maritime
species, wintering along the European Atlantic coast,
whereas the western European population winters in
freshwater wetlands in West and Central Africa (Altenburg
and van der Kamp 1985; Beintema and Drost 1986).

In this paper, waders wintering in freshwater
habitats will once again be largely neglected, because our
knowledge of their population sizes and migration routes 1s
still much less well documented than that for most coastal
waders (see Section8.).
5.4.

Species, subspecies, and biogeographical
populations
Throughoutthis paper, werefer to species,
subspecies (or morphologically distinct races), and
biogeographical populations.Initially, 1% criteria were
used only for describing the international importance of a
site for a distinct species. For some species, such as Knot,
morphologically distinct subspecies show different
migratory behaviour andsite use(cf. Section 7.7.). For this
reason, Atkinson-Willes et al. (1982) introduced additional

A: East Atlantic Flyway

| B Mediterranean Flyway
C East African Flyway

©main wintering areas

_

S

&

1% criteria for subspecies, whenever there were differences
in migratory pathways.
In this paper, we have extended that approach
further. In somespecies, it may not be possible to find
morphological differences between populations, although
the migratory behaviourof those populations may be quite

different. For reasons discussed further in Section 11.1., we

have tried to distinguish such biogeographical populations
amongas manyspecies as possible. For some species, for
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instance Sanderling (Section 7.8.), it has not yet been
possible to do so. For others, for example Bar-tailed
Godwit (Section 7.14.) and Ruddy Turnstone (Section 7.21.),
webelieve that enough information on differences in
migratory behaviouris available to justify a distinction
into separate biogeographical populations. In such cases,
we developed 1% criteria for each biogeographical population. Future research will be needed to confirm the
legitimacy of these differences, for instance through new
DNAanalysis techniques(e.g., Arctander 1988).
6.

Coastal waders: the wintering areas

6.1.

Wintering waders in European coastal wetlands
Wedistinguish flyways of distinct populations and

species on the one hand and the amalgamationofthese,

referred to as the East Atlantic flyway, on the other: We
attempt to quantify the importance of estuaries and coastal
wetlands as winteringsites, as well as determine population levels for single species or distinct populations
(Sections 7.1.-7.21.). Basic informationfor thefirst analysis
is the mean numberof wadersin coastal wetlands along
the European Atlantic coast, based on January counts.
Data are given in Table 3, from which Golden Plover

Pluvialis apricaria, Northern Lapwing Vanellus vanellus,
CommonSnipe, and Ruff have been excluded. These

species may be present in coastal wetlands, where
considerable numbers of them mayroost, but generally
they do not depend oncoastal wetlands for food.
The total numberof waders wintering along the
East Atlantic European coast is somewhatin excess of
3.2 million birds. Theresults of surveys in most of the
European estuaries have been included in this figure.
However, complete coverage of all suitable areas has not

Spain, Portugal, and Morocco. Prater (1976) arrived at a
total of 2.8 million. More detailed comparisons of old and
newfigures, differences in species composition, and the
possible background of these differences are given in
Section 11.1.
The major wintering areas (each regularly
supporting over 20000 waders) along the European
Atlantic coast are listed in Table 4 and Figure 4. These
38 sites support a wintering population of 2.6 million
birds, about 80% of the whole European Atlantic

population.
6.2.

Wintering waders in the western Mediterranean and
West African coastal wetlands
Prater (1976) estimated the number of waders
wintering in the Mediterranean at 120 000, excluding
inland species such as Stone Curlew Burhinus oedicnemus,
Eurasian Dotterel Charadrius morinellus, Golden Plover,

Northern Lapwing, and CommonSnipe. Smit (1986)

estimated a total of 500000 waders for the whole area,

360 000 of these wintering in the central and western part
(Table 5). The relatively small number of waders wintering
in a rather large area is explained mainly by the smalltidal
amplitude, in most places in the Mediterranean only 20-30
cm,resulting in only small amountsofintertidal feeding
area. Sites supporting 20000 or more waders in winter are
the (tidal) area of the Gulf of Gabés, Tunisia, holding

been achieved in all countries, and knowledge of numbers

present is still incomplete. The figure from the Faeroesis
based upon only fourstretches of coastline (S6rensen and

Skeldal 1983; Bloch, in litt.). No midwinter counts from the

Atlantic coast of Norway and Sweden have becomeavailable. The same holdstrue for most of the nonestuarine
coastline in Iceland, the Republic of Ireland, France,

267 000 birds (van Dijk et al. 1986), and the coast of the
northern Adriatic and Po delta, holding 30000 to 50000
birds (Perco 1984).
Prater’s (1976) data for West Africa included only
those from Morocco and an incomplete survey on the Banc
d’Arguin from late autumn. Much more information has
becomeavailable since that time, especially from the West
African coast. There are relatively frequent midwinter
counts in Morocco (Thevenot, in litt.). Two surveys on the
Banc d’Arguin (Trotignonet al. 1980; Altenburg et al. 1982)
have been completed. Coastal wader numbers in Sénégal
have not yet been counted simultaneously. Numbers may
fluctuate strongly from yearto year as a result of changing
water levels caused by fluctuations in water discharge from

Table 3
Mean numbersof coastal waders wintering along the European Atlantic coast
Denmark
excluding

Iceland

Faeroes

Wadden
Sea

Oystercatcher
Black-winged Stilt
Avocet

3.0
-

-

Snowy Plover
Black-bellied Plover
Knot
Sanderling
Little Stint
Curlew Sandpiper
Purple Sandpiper
Dunlin
Black-tailed Godwit
Bar-tailed Godwit
Whimbrel
Eurasian Curlew
Spotted Redshank
Redshank
CommonGreenshank
CommonSandpiper
Ruddy Turnstone

~
5.0
0.1
0.2
2.0

~
1.0
~
L4

Species

CommonRinged Plover

Total

30

-

~

FRG

(Schleswig
Denmark Holstein)

Wadden
Sea

Wadden
Sea

0.1
-

16.0
-

0.2
3.2
~
0.1
0.9
-

0.1
0.2
9.0
1.1
1.1
0.7
-

-

-

FRG

(Niedersachsen)

Netherlands

Wadden
Sea

Wadden
Sea

65.0
-

110.0
0.5

200.0
0.4

1.0
5.0
0.1
0.1
20.0
3.0
15.0
10
0.3

1.0
3.0
iD
0.1
65.0
1.0
25.0
3.0
0.8

25
50.0
2.0
0.1
90.0
20.0
50.0
9.0
20

-

-

0.1

Nether-

lands
beach

Nether-

Great
Britain

lands
delta

Belgium
beach

Ireland

estuarine
coastline

0.3
-

107.0
0.3

0.6
-

32.5
-

215.0
0.5

0.9
~
0.2
~
0.6

Te:
15.0
ial
15
91.0
0.1
7.9
11.6
a2
2.6

0.1
0.6
0.3
ie
0.9
0.2
0.6

12
30.0
2.0
~
115.0
9.0
18.0
100.0
14.5
0.4
5.0

~
19.2
218.0
4.6
0.5
409.0
4.8
55.9
48.1
0.1
54.3
0.4
9.8

-

0.2

0.1

nS

6.6

the large rivers. The nationaltotal presented in this paper
is based on the addition of data from separate surveys
(Meininger 19880). Data for Mauritania were obtained by
calculating the mean numbers on the Banc d’Arguin from
Trotignonet al. (1980) and Altenburget al. (1982),
combined with thefigures from the Baie d’Arguin (halfway
between the Banc d’Arguin and Nouadhibou)and the Cap
Blanc peninsula (=Presque’Ile de Cap Blanc) near
Nouadhibouandresults from surveys from the southwestern part of the country (van Wetten 1989). Population
estimates for Sierra Leone were calculated using the species
composition from twoestuaries and the estimate of the
numberof waders along the whole coastline (Tye and Tye
1987). Data from Guinea-Bissau are based on an extra-

Table 4
Main wintering sites of waders along the European Atlantic coast, supporting over
20000 waders

Country
Denmark
FRG
The Netherlands
Ireland
United Kingdom

polation from low-water counts, covering 23% of thetotal

area (Zwarts 1988). Totals from the Canary Islands are
extrapolations, based on samples from sandy and rocky
coastline from three islands from mid-March to mid-April
1986 (Piersma 1986a) (Fig.5).
By far the most important wintering area on the
whole western European and WestAfrican coast is the
Banc d’Arguin in Mauritania, supporting over 2.0 million
wintering waders (Table 6). Not yet surveyed, but possibly

of great importance, is the Baia de Rio de Oro near Dakhla

in the western Sahara. A preliminary survey of wetlands in
the Democratic Republic of Guinea showsthatthe
intertidal area amounts to 500 km?, probably supporting
about 400 000 coastal waders in winter (Altenburg and van
der Kamp 1989). As the species composition in this area is
still not known, the numbers wintering there have not been
taken into account when calculating the population sizes
of individual species. According to Tye (1987), Sierra Leone
is situated on the southern edgeof a strip of muddycoasts,
extending south from Cap Skirring in Sénégal. From Cap
St. Annein Sierra Leone to the Liberia/Ivory Coast border,

the entire coast consists of an exposed and narrow sand
beach, relieved only by some rocky headlandsin Liberia

and some small inlets, the whole area of intertidal flats not

exceeding 100 ha. Tye and Tye (1987) estimated that Sierra
Leone holds 130000 to 200000 waders in winter. Numbers
in Liberia are estimated at 35 000 (Gatter 1988). The Ivory

Great
Britain
nonestuarine
coastline

French
Atlantic
estuarine
coastline

French
Atlantic
nonestuarine
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=
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0.1
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0.8
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0.1
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0.7

-
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0.1
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Europe
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0.4
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3.0
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|
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0.8
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1.0
0.2

0:4
-
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0.2
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1.0
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124.9

1.9

1.8

314.7

-

2:3

0.6

=
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0.1

0.1

0.2
-

-

0.3

-

0.1
4.5

0.1
4.7

-

0.5

-

5.8

0.1

1.0

-

0.1

0.1

0.7

26.6

32.4

0.3

0.4
121.6
Tal

0.6

67.4

3207.9

France

Portugal
Italy

Site?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17.
18/19
20
21/24
22
23
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
Si.
38

Vadehavet
Wattenmeer Schleswig-Holstein
Wattenmeer Niedersachsen
Waddenzee
Delta
Shannon/Fergus
DublinBay
Dundalk Bay
Duddon
Blackwater/Colne/Dengie
Orwell/Stour
Medway
Lindisfarne
Mersey
Swale
Burry Inlet
Firth of Forth
Langstone/Chichester Harbour
Strangford Lough
Alt/Ribble
Severn
Solway
Humber
Dee
Thames
Morecambe Bay
Wash
Uists
Strathclyde coast
Orkneys
Golfe de Morbihan
Baie de Mont St. Michel
Charente Maritime
Basin d’Arcachon
ies
N Adriatic and Podelta

No.present’
30000
110000
210000
430 000
250000
30000
30000
44000
22.000
30000
30000
29000
29 000
32.000
33.000
35.000
37000
50000
48 000
61000
54000
66 000
83 000
83 000
85.000
155000
179000
21000
40000
51000
27000
55 000
80000
100.000
54.000
40000

“Site numberscanberetrieved in Figure 5.
’Numbersrefer to average peak numbers (United Kingdom) and mean numbers
(rest).

Figure 4
Main wintering sites of waders along the European Atlanticcoast, supporting more
than 20000 waders. Data are based on mean numbers in January.

Table 5
Numbersof coastal waders wintering in the western part of the Mediterranean and
along the West African coast from Morocco to Sierra Leone*

Species
Oystercatcher
Black-winged Stilt
Avocet
CommonRinged Plover
Snowy Plover
Black-bellied Plover
Knot
Sanderling
Little Stint
Curlew Sandpiper
Purple Sandpiper
Dunlin
Black-tailed Godwit
Bar-tailed Godwit
Whimbrel
Eurasian Curlew
Spotted Redshank
Redshank
CommonGreenshank
CommonSandpiper
Ruddy Turnstone

Spain

France

0.9
0.1
0.3
0.6
0.1
0.6
Dre
Zen
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.1
-

0.5
0.1
0.3
=
0.2
1.4
0.1
0.2
-

Italy

Western
part of
MediterAlgeria Tunesia ranean Morocco

~
2.0
0.2
25
1.8
0.1
12-5
1
4.0.
jl
3.0
0.5
0.7
-

Total

~
0.5
1.8
1.0
0.1
2.3
1.9
0.4
=
0.1
0.1
0.2
-

2.9
ll
9.2
0.4
13.5
20.5
0.1
0.3
22.9
Dal
178.0
ae
Zak
11.8
3
Wi
0.7
0.5

2.9
1.6
14.4
0.7
17.2
23.2
0.1
0.6
38.5
Sl
202.0
4.7
2.1
0.1
16.1
25
21.0
I
0.7
0.5

1.4
0.9
2.9
43
3.6
4.0
Zo
ry)
2.0
0.2
32.0
18.5
3.0
0.6
1.0
0.3
6.6
0.4
0.3
0.6

Mauritania
8.2
25
122.2
18.5
19.3
364.3
21.2
30.6
LOye7
779.2
3.1
542.2
18.6
8.0
0.2
50.8
LS
12.0

360.0

GuineaSénégal
Bissau Gambia
2:5
oa
125)
3.0
3.0
0.8
0.8
ih
15.0
1.9
~
0.8
12.5
25
2.3
0.2
0.8
5
2.3
1.5

2.4
0.3
57.4
18.6
56.7
143.8
10.8
123.0
249.3
1.8
155.6
41.5
8.2
0.1
82.6
3.8
on
14.9

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.2
10.0
1.0
0.3
1.0
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.4

Liberia
0.8
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.7
0.1
2:
1.0
3.0
mia
-

Canary
Islands

West
African
coast

Overall
total

0.1
0.4
0.8
2.4
0.3
0.7
0.3
0.1
1.8

13.4
oe
Ta
184.1
34.9
81.3
500.5
43.0
158.1
409.1
813.8
28.5
704.6
63.8
73
13
142.7
7.9
11.8
30.3

873.6
a0
67.2
231.2
66.6
166.4
857.1
71.8
2113)
420.9
$2.4
2161.6
85.3
821.4
65.9
348.3
4.5
285.2
13.4
38.5
99.1

3364.4

6927.6

“If sufficient data were available, mean numbers were used.

Coast has approximately 350 km of lagoon shoreline, the
amountofintertidal flats being less than 500 ha (Tye 1987).
‘Takinginto accountthe fact that the Ghana coast supports
42 000 wintering waders (Ntiamoa-Baidu and Grieve 1987)
along 200 km of coastline, we conservatively estimate the
total wintering population of the Ivory Coast to be 50000
birds. The number of waders wintering between Sierra
Leone and the Ivory Coast therefore amounts to about
650 000 birds. Includingthese figures, the total numberof
waders using the East Atlantic flyway can be estimated at
more than 7.5 million birds (Table 7). The relative
abundanceofthe different species of coastal wadersis
indicated in Figure 6.
6.3.

Wintering waders of the related flyways
Our knowledge of wader numbers and species
composition of waders wintering along the African coast
from Ghana to Angola, the southern limit of the wintering
range of the Mediterranean flyway,is still relatively poor
(Altenburg 1987). Egypt is the most important wintering
site in the eastern part of the Mediterranean, supporting
100 000 waders (Meininger and Mullié 1981). Numbers of
waders knownto winter in Greece are 21 000 and in Turkey
14000, although in Turkey the actual figure may be
considerably higher. In Israel, only 3500 waders winter,
excluding the figures for several Vanellus species (Smit
1986). In Ghana, 42000 birds winter (Ntiamoa-Baidu and
Grieve 1987). Assuming a waderdensity of five birds per
hectare on intertidal flats and two birds per kilometre on
the open coast (Tye 1987), we arrive at a figure of 300000
birds between Ghana and Angola. This is a minimum
figure, because wader densities in several places are
underestimated. This implies that the total numberof
coastal waders using the Mediterranean flyway is
approximately 450000 birds, considerably less than in
West Africa.
A summary of numbers of waders wintering in
South and East Africa and their movementsIs given in
Summersetal. (1987a). Wader numbers in Namibia and
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Figute 5
Main wintering sites of waders along the West African Atlantic coast and the
western part of the Mediterranean, supporting or expected to support more than
20000 waders

Table 6
Main wintering sites of waders along the African Atlantic coast, supporting over
20000 waders

Country

Site*

Morocco

1 Sebka Tazra
2 Merja Zerga

Tunisia
Western Sahara
Mauritania
Sénégal
Guinea-Bissau
Dem. Rep. Guinea
Sierra Leone
Liberia

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Golfe de Gabés
Baia de Rio de Oro
Baie d’Arguin
Banc d’Arguin
Sénégal delta
Saloum delta
Arquipelago dos Bijagos
Whole coastline
Sierra Leone River
Yawri bay
Sherbo River
Whole country

“Site numberscan beretrieved in Figure 5.
’Numbersrefer to mean numbersorsingle
s counts.

Figure 6
Species composition of coastal waders using the East Atlantic flyway
7500000 waders
05

104
Dunlin
20-4

21 coastal species

Table 7
Numbersof coastal waders wintering along the Atlantic coasts of
Europe and Africa and the western part of the Mediterranean

No.present®

No.of

24000
45000

wintering
waders

267 000
?
90 000
2038 000
24000
26000
980 000
400 000
50000
50000
40.000
35000

Area
Atlantic coast of Europe
Western part of the
Mediterranean
West Africa (Morocco to
Guinea-Bissau)

Sierra Leone - Ivory Coast

Total

3 208 000
360.000
3329000

650000

7547 000

Source of the
information
Mean results of January counts
Meanresults of January
counts and single counts
January means (Morocco)
Single counts (Mauritania,
Sénégambia)
Extrapolations (GuineaBissau, Canary Islands)
Extrapolations(Sierra Leone,
Liberia)
Estimate based on counts in
Ghana(Ivory Coast)
presii based on maritime
chants Geet)

South Africa amount to 357000, those in coastal Kenya to
70000. Estimates of wintering numbersare available from
the Red Sea coast in Ethiopia (60000) and in Sudan
(70000). Data from the Djibouti coast (8000 birds on a few
kilometres of coastline; Ash 1985) indicate that we still have
poor knowledgeof overall coastal wader numbers in this
region. Large numbers of waders wintering inland are
found in Sudan (very rough estimates of 3 million birds,
mainly Little Stint, Ruff, and Green Sandpiper) and
around Lake Chad (in the order of 1 million). Smaller
concentrations are found in Zambia, Ethiopia, Uganda,

30+
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uw
Oo

Knot

a Bar-tailed Godwit

an
So

Percentage

40-5

70-

Curlew Sandpiper
Curlew

80-4

90-

Redshank
Ringed Plover
Little Stint
3
remained
12 species

100~

and Burundi. Price et al. (1986) estimated that | to
2 million waders winter around the Arabian Gulf. This
meansthat the total numberof coastal waders using the
East African/Middle East flyway at present may be
estimated at roughly 2 million birds, with another
4 million or more wintering inland. This is probably an
underestimate, because of incomplete coverage of the East
African coast.
7.

Coastal waders: species accounts

7.1.

Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus
Oystercatchers breed in temperate and subarctic
regions in Europe and Asia, mainly along coasts in

Europe, but also inlandin Asia. In winter, they are found

exclusively in coastal habitats. Birds wintering in Britain

come mainly from Iceland, the Faeroes, Norway, and
Britain; those wintering in the Wadden Sea and the Delta

come mainly from the Baltic and White Sea coasts,

Scandinavia, and continental northwestern Europe

(Pienkowski and Evans 1984). There is a considerable
influx of Oystercatchers in northern France, especially in
cold winters. Birds wintering in Mauritania belongto the
subspecies H. o. ostralegus (Swennen 1989); those wintering
in Guinea-Bissau are not well studied but look like
ostralegus as well (E. Wymenga,pers. commun.). The
latter birds therefore have also been considered as
belonging to the East Atlantic flyway population.
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Oystercatcher numberspresentin the East Atlantic
flyway are estimated at 874 000 birds, 856000 of these
wintering in Europe (Tables 3 and 5). Prater (1976)
estimateda total of 558 000 individuals. The higher recent
numbersare probably dueto an actual increase in
population size in northwestern Europe. In The
Netherlands, the population hasincreased steadily over the
past decades, rising from 48 000 to 50000 pairs in 1972-77
(Teixeira 1979) to 70000 in 1982 (van Dijk 1982) to 90 000 by
the mid-1980s (Piersma 19860). Piersma (1986) estimated
the size of the European breeding population at-218 000
pairs, excluding those from the Soviet Union. This figure,

added to the relatively large number of subadult birds in
the population, corresponds well with the estimate of the
European wintering population.
Sites regularly supporting wintering populationsof
more than 1% (=9000) of the flyway population are shown
in Figure 7. Most of the population winters around the
North Sea and Irish Sea. Outside that area, only the

numbersat the Banc d’Arguin (7700) comeclose to the
1% criterion.

Figure 7
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=9000) of the Oystercatcher population in the
East Atlanticflyway. Some wetlands holding numbersslightly below the
1% criterion are also included: Denmark: 1 Vadehavet (16000); Federal Republic of
Germany: 2 Wattenmeer Schleswig-Holstein (65 000), 3 Wattenmeer Niedersachsen
(110000); The Netherlands: 4 Waddenzee (200000), 5 Delta (107 000); France: 6 Baie
Mt. St. Michel (12000); Ireland: 7 Dundalk Bay (10000); United Kingdom:
8 Alt/Ribble (9000), 9 Firth of Forth (8000), 10 Thames (12000), 11 Burry Inlet
(17000), 12 Wash (25 000), 13 Dee (30000), 14 Solway Firth (36000), 15 Morecambe
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in Eurasia and Africa, and is migratory in the northern

part of its breeding range (Cramp and Simmons1983).
Black-wingedStilts are found wintering in Spain and
Portugal. Much remainsto be discovered about the
migratory behaviour and wintering areas of Black-winged
Sults from the East Atlantic flyway. The species is therefore
the object of detailed studies supervised by the Wader Study
Group (Dubois 1987).
Estimates of the numberof wintering Black-winged
Stilts on the East Atlantic flyway yield highly unreliable
figures regarding populationsize. The total number found
wintering along the western European and West African
coasts is about 6000 birds (Table 5). As a result, a wintering
site needs only 60 birds to qualify as being “internationally
important.” The numberofsites regularly supporting such
numbersis rather large. No less than 19 sites do so, most of

them chotts (inland temporary brackish water lakes) in the
Magreb countries and coastal lagoons in southwestern
Mauritania and in Sénégal.
Estimates based on breeding populations lead to
muchhigherfigures. Piersma (19860) estimated the
breeding population in France at 350 to 1410 pairs (but

normally 800 to 1000 pairs; Dubois, in lztt.) and in Portugal

at 500 to 2300 pairs. In Spain, numbers have been estimated
at 20000 pairs, in Italy 1130 to 1200 pairs, and in Tunisia
400 to 500 pairs (Cramp and Simmons 1983); however,

recent inventories in Spain indicate that 8000 pairs is a
morerealistic number(L.J. Alberto and P.J. Dubois, pers.
commun.). These figures yield a minimum breeding
population of approximately 10000 pairs, producing about
25 000 to 40000 birds on the wintering grounds. This figure
higher than the 1% level of 150 suggested by Scott (1982).
Apparently, most of the wintering areas of European and
North African breeding populations have not yet been
found. A large concentration of approximately 10000
Black-winged Stilts, possibly part of the “‘missing”’ birds,
has been found wintering around Lake Chad. Additionally,
there are concentrations of wintering birds in Lac d’Aleg
(Mauritania) and the Niger inundation zone(Jarryet al.
1987). When conditions are suitable, up to 10000 could
possibly also be present in the Casamanche, Sénégal
(P.J. Dubois, in litt.).
Sites regularly supporting “internationally
important” (=60) numbers are shownin Figure 8. Not
indicated is a wintering population (400 to 700 birds) in
southern Spain that is present over a wide area in a large

1
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I
£

\

Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus
Black-wingedStilts breed from temperate to
subtropical and tropical climatic zones, inland as well as
along coasts. The species breeds in the Americas, as well as

leads to a tentative 1% criterion of 250 birds, which is much

6 oO

xy

Bay (49000).

7.2.

f

es

/

numberof small wetlands. Numbers in the Democratic

Republic of Guinea(site 19 in Fig. 8) are still unknown but
probably range from several hundred to some thousands.
7.3.

Avocet Recurvirostra avosetta
Avocets breed in temperate, subtropical, and tropical
climatic zones in Europe, Asia, and Africa. ‘The most
important migration route of northwestern European
breedingbirds is along the western European coast and
extends as far south as West Africa. There are several
recoveries from Sénégambia of breeding birds ringed in
Denmark, The Netherlands, and Belgium (Cramp and
Simmons1983). Swedish, Danish, and German breeding
birds have been recovered in southeastern France, Italy, and

ou

Tunisia, which suggests overland passage throughcentral
Europe. The total number of Avocets wintering in this
region amounts to 67 000 birds (Table 5), distributed

equally over the western European and West African coasts.

Additionally, at least 6000 Avocets winter in the Democratic
Republic of Guinea(site 22 in Fig. 9; Altenburg and van
der Kamp 1989). These birds leave Guinea by midFebruary;their origin is still obscure. There is no evidence
for the presence of breeding populations in WestAfrica,
except for occasional breeding in Morocco (Cramp and
Simmons1983; Urbanetal. 1986). This meansthat both
western and eastern European breeding birds may be
involved. Because of this uncertainty and the lack of a
complete count, Guinean birds have not been included in

the calculationsof the size of the East Atlantic flyway

population.

The population estimate has more than doubled
since Prater’s (1976) estimate of 22 000 birds. This does not
imply that the true numbers have gone updrastically. In
September 1973, 47000 Avocets were counted in the Dutch

Wadden Sea and Delta area (Prater 1976). Also, there are no
indications for a population increase in western Europe.
The increase noted here seemstherefore merely to be the
Figure 8
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=60) of the Black-winged Stilt population in
the East Atlantic flyway: Portugal: 1 Faro (70); Spain: 2 lagoons around Cadiz(70);
Morocco: 3 Sidi Moussa-Oualidia complex (500); Algeria: 4 Zemoul (70), 5 Marais
de la Macta (100), 6 Chott Ech Chergui (220); Tunisia: 7 Sebkhet El Djem (80), 8
Sebkhet El Kourzia (80), 9 Lac de Sedjoumi (100), 10 salines de Thyna (100), 11 Sidi
Mansour (100), 12 Sebkhet El Rherrg (400); Mauritania: 13 Aftout es Saheli (1300);
Sénégal: 14 Casamanche (150), 15 coast Dakar-Saloum (250), 16 delta Saloum (800),
17 coast St. Louis-Dakar (600), 18 delta Sénégal river (1000)

result of more complete surveys. Numbers found in France
have gone up from 7000 to 16.000, and those in Spain from
less than 100 to 4200. The numberof breeding pairs in
western Europe (Piersma 19860), combined with figures for
Italy and the western part of Spain (Cramp and Simmons
1983), yields a total of about 20000 pairs. Taking into
account that there must also be a substantial population of
nonbreeding Avocets, this figure correspondsrather well
with those from the wintering grounds, including the birds
from Mauritania and Sénégambia.

Sites regularly supporting wintering populations of
more than 1% of the East Atlantic flyway population (=700)
are shownin Figure 9.
7.4.

Common Ringed Plover Charadrius hiaticula
In the East Atlantic flyway area, two subspecies can
be distinguished:
(1) C. h. tundrae breeds in Lapland andthe adjoining
arctic and subarctic Soviet Union; and
(2) C. h. hiaticula breeds in temperate, subarctic (western
Europe, the Baltic, Iceland), and arctic regions (Svalbard,
Greenland, northeastern Canada).
The CommonRingedPloveris often described as a
Figure 9
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=700) of the Avocet population in the East
Atlantic flyway. Some wetlands holding numbers slightly below the 1% criterion are
also included: France: | Baie de Vilaine (600), 2 Baie de Bougneuf (900), 3 Loire
(2700), 4 Seine (1800), 5 Baie d’Aiguillon (7200); Spain: 6 salines around Cadiz
(1200), 7 Marismas Guadalquivir (1200); Portugal: 8 Aveiro (600), 9 Sado (1300),
10 Tejo (10 700); Italy: 11 Stagno di Molentargius (1500); Morocco: 12 Merja Zerga
(2200); Tunisia: 13 Lac de Sedjoumi (800), 14 Salines de Thyna (2500), 15 Lac Kelbia
(2000); Mauritania: 18 Aftout es Saheli (2500); Sénégal: 19 coast St. Louis-Dakar

(1100), 20 delta Saloum (1100), 21 delta Sénégal river (7200).

3,

classical example of a species demonstrating leap-frog
migration (Salomonsen 1955), i.e., the northernmost

breedingbirds(arctic Soviet Union) winter farthest south
(Africa). Recent analysis of ringing recoveries (Taylor 1980)
has shownthatthis certainly occurs but thatthere is a
greater overlap in wintering areas than previously supposed. Birds breeding in western Europe, including
southern Scandinavia, winter largely in western Europe,
the western part of the Mediterranean, and Morocco. Birds

breeding farther north, both tundrae and hiaticula
(including those from Iceland), winter mainly in West

Africa. Some reach Ghana and Benin (Mead and Hudson

1983), and others go even farther south (Taylor 1980). For
this reason, the population wintering in Europe and
Northwest Africa has been considered distinct from that
wintering from West Africa to the Republic of South
Africa. The size and migration routes of the latter
populationarestill partly obscure. Nearctic and Icelandic
birds migrate along the West African coast, whereas those
breeding in the western part of the Soviet Union are
thought to cross Europe into North Africa and Arabia.
Those breeding between the Urals and the Lena River
migrate to the same region as well as farther south into
South Africa (Taylor 1980).

Thesize of the western European, western
Mediterranean, and Moroccan wintering population is
now estimated at 47 500 birds (Tables 3 and 5), and the
West African population at 195 000 birds (including the

figures for the western Mediterranean, Ghana, Namibia,

and South Africa). The populations in Namibia and on the
west coast of South Africa amount to only 3000 birds
(Summerset al. 1987a). This implies that the great majority
of the population does not migrate beyond the Gulf of
Guinea.Prater’s (1976) total of 42 800 for the whole of the
East Atlantic flyway has been boosted to 255 000. The
difference for Europe (numbers increasing from 19 800 to
42 500) can be explained primarily by the increase in
Ireland, Great Britain, and France, mainlyas a result of

more complete surveys, in Britain involving the incorporation of numbers wintering in nonestuarine habitats
(Summers and Moser 1987). In Africa, the previous estimate
for the Banc d’Arguin was 13 000, the recent one 121000, a

difference due totally to more complete surveys. The
Arquipelago dos Bijagos is a newly discovered site (Zwarts
1988).
Sites regularly supporting wintering populations of
more than 1% (500) of the European, western Mediterranean,
and Moroccan population and of the African (1% = 2000)
population are shownin Figure 10. Also mappedis Sherbo
Riverin Sierra Leone(site 23 in Fig. 10), from which no

complete counts are available. Presumably more than 5000
CommonRinged Plovers will be present there. Numbers in
the Democratic Republic of Guinea(site 24) probably
qualify as “internationally important” as well, although
no complete counts have yet been carried out. Estimates of
numbers present on the mudflats during low tide
(Altenburg and van der Kamp 1989) yield a preliminary
figure in the order of 30000 to 50000 birds. These have not
been included in the population estimate.
7.5.

Snowy Plover Charadrius alexandrinus
Most SnowyPlovers ringed on western European
shores have been recovered as far south as northwestern
Morocco, showing southward movements along the
European and Northwest African coast (Cramp and
36

Simmons 1983). The origin of the relatively large number
of Snowy Plovers wintering in West Africa isstill
somewhatobscure. There is only one recovery linking
northwestern European breeding populations to wintering
areas in West Africa — a Dutch breeding bird that was
recaptured wintering in Guinea-Bissau (Meininger 1988a).
The frequency distribution of wing lengths of male Snowy
Plovers captured in Tunisia is double-peaked, suggesting
that two different populations winter there (van Dijk et al.
1986), perhaps a sedentary and a migratory population.
Possibly the same holds true for other African wintering
sites. The bulk of the East Atlantic flyway population
winters along the coast. In addition, small numbers have

been found to winter inland aroundlakes, for instance in
northern Nigeria, Chad, Sudan, and Eritrea (Cramp and

Simmons1983). The origin and migration of these birds
are obscure. The same applies for the numberofpairs that
breed in Europe and WestAfrica. In western Europe, 6400
to 9600 pairs have been registered (Piersma 19866), but a
large part of Spain has notyet been surveyed. The number
of breeding pairs in Tunisia is estimated at 5000 (Cramp

Figure 10
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=500 and 2000) of the two CommonRinged
Plover populations in the East Atlantic flyway. Some wetlands holding numbers
slightly below the 1% criterion are also included: United Kingdom:
1/6 Langstone/Chichester Harbour (800), 2 Humber(400), 3 Lindisfarne (400),
4 Blackwater/Colne/Dengie (400), 5 Orwell/Stour (700), 7 Outer Ards (600),
8 Thames(800), 9 Tiree (800), 10 Medway (1000); Spain: 11 salines around Cadiz
(1100); Portugal: 12 Aveiro (600), 13 Faro (700), 14 Tejo (700); Morocco: 15 Sidi
Moussa-Oualidia (1400), 16 Sebkha Tazra (=Puerto Cansado) 2000, 17 Merja Zerga
(5000); Mauritania: 18 Baie d’Arguin (5700), 19 Banc d’Arguin (121 000);
Guinea-Bissau: 20 Arquipelago dos Bijagos (57 000); Sierra Leone: 21 Yawri Bay
(6000), 22 Sierra Leone River (8600), 23 Sherbo River (6000).

and Simmons1983).
As so much about the migratory behaviour of

1983). The wintering areas of these birds reach as far south
as the Gulf of Guinea. There are recoveries of birds from

breedingpairsis still unknown, the population wintering
in southwestern Europe and WestAfrica hastentatively
been considered as a single unit. Thesize of this

(Branson 1987). Birds wintering in western European
wetlands may show a considerable site fidelity to their
feeding grounds from year to year (Townshend 1985). Birds
migrating towards South Africa are believedto fly via a
more easterly route, apparently following the Great Circle
Route through the Black Sea area. These birds have been
found to carry large fat loads in spring, allowing for a
nonstop flight of 6500 km (Summers and Waltner 1979).
In recent years, some new ideas on the origin of
Black-bellied Plovers wintering in western Europe and
West Africa have been put forward. Using discriminant
analysis on biometrical data from captured birds as well as
museum skins, Engelmoer (1984) argued that Black-bellied
Plovers turning up in northwestern Europeoriginate from
a much widerarea than previously thought. According to
his data, three populations are present in this region: 10%
belong to a short-winged population breeding in north-

populations wintering in Africa and the numbers of

population is now estimated at 67 000 birds, 5100 of these

wintering in Europe (Table 5). Once again,this is a
considerable increase over figures presented by Prater
(1976). More complete surveys and the discovery of new
wintering areas, for instance in the Mediterranean and in
Guinea-Bissau, are the most important reasons for this
increase. The 1% criterion for Snowy Plovers amounts to
700 birds. Sites regularly supporting wintering populations
exceeding 1% of the total population are shownin Figure11.
7.6.

Black-bellied Plover Pluvialis squatarola

Traditionally, Black-bellied Plovers visiting

wetlands in northwestern Europe were believed to originate
from breeding groundsin the arctic Soviet Union, eastward

to about 80°E (Taymyr peninsula) (Cramp and Simmons

Figure 11
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=700) of the Snowy Plover population in the
East Atlantic flyway. Some wetlands holding numbersslightly below the 1%
criterion are also included: Portugal: | Faro (600); Spain: 2 salines near Cadiz (1500);
Italy: 3 Stagnode Molentargius (Cagliari) (1500); Morocco: 4 Merja Zerga (2000);
Tunisia: 5 Gulf of Gabés (9200); Mauritania: 6 Banc d’Arguin (12000), 7 Aftout es
Saheli (6500); Sénégal: 8 delta Saloum (1800); Guinea-Bissau: 9 Arquipelago dos
Bijagos (19 000); Sierra Leone: 10 Sierra Leone River (2100).
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the Wash (eastern England), France, Morocco, and Ghana

eastern Canada, 76% to a short-billed and long-winged

population from western Siberia, and 14% to a long-winged
and long-billed population from central Siberia. An
analysis of biometrical data from Mauritania(Smit 1989a)
showed large variation in measurements that can hardly be
explained by the presence of western Siberian birds alone.
‘The presence of some extremely long-billed and longwinged birds suggests that central Siberian birds are
present as winter visitors in Mauritania as well. An even
higher proportion of long-billed birds has been captured in
Guinea-Bissau (Wymengaet al. 1989). There are, however,

no recoveries linking the Nearctic breeding groundsto the
West African wintering grounds. Obviously, muchisstill
uncertain concerning population composition, migration
routes, and wintering areas of Black-bellied Plovers in the
East Atlantic flyway. Because of this, birds wintering in
western Europe, the western part of the Mediterranean, and
West Africa, including the Gulf of Guineaasfareast as
Ghana, haveto be considered as belonging to one
population at present. This East Atlantic flyway
population, amounting to 168 000 birds (Table 5), yields a
1% level of 1500 birds.
Compared with Prater’s (1976) review, Black-bellied
Plover numbers in Europe and Africa have gone up
dramatically. In western Europe, numbers have increased
from 19 800 to 61 200. This increase has been especially
pronounced in GreatBritain, the Wadden Sea, and the

Delta area and can be explained largely by a real increase
in numbers present. In Great Britain this increase has been
found to occur only in someestuaries, whereas in other
areas numbers have remained constant over several years
(Moser 1988). Black-bellied Plover numbers in Spain and
Portugal have gone up as well, but the increase in these
countries is a result of more complete censuses. Most areas
in Africa had not been surveyed previously.
Sites supporting wintering populations of more
than 1% (=1500) of the East Atlantic flyway population are
shownin Figure 12. Numbers present in the Democratic
Republic of Guinea(site 21 in Fig. 12) probably qualify as
“Internationally important” as well, although no complete
counts have yet been carried out: estimates of numbers
present on the mudflats during low tide yield a preliminary
figure in the order of 15000 birds (Altenburg and van der
Kamp 1989). These numbers have not been included in the
population estimate.
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7.7.

Knot Calidris canutus
Taxonomists now distinguish four Knot subspecies,
two of whichare present in the region of the East Atlantic
flyway (Cramp and Simmons1983). Detailed studies
organized by the Wader Study Group have revealed much
about the migration routes and wintering areas of Siberian
(C. c. canutus) and Nearctic (C. c. tslandica) Knots
(e.g., Piersma et al. 19876). Both subspecies are capable of
migrating over very large distances in single flights.
Siberian Knots follow a route along the western European
coast to winter in West Africa, using only a small number
of wetlandsas staging areas (Dick et al. 1987). Nearctic
Knots winter mainly in countries bordering the North Sea,

using wetlands in northern Norway and Iceland in spring
as stopoversites (Davidson et al. 1986; Uttley et al. 1987).
Birds wintering in Morocco apparently belong to the
Siberian population (Cramp and Simmons1983), but it is
not known whetherthere is a distinct or a gradual. separation in wintering quarters between the two subspecies.
Because wintering numbers in southern Europe and North
Africa are small, this question is not very relevant to the

Figure 12
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=1500) of the Black-bellied Plover population
in the East Atlantic flyway: United Kingdom: | Dee (1600), 2 Langstone/Chichester
Harbour (1900), 3 Alt/Ribble (1600), 4 Swale (2000), 5 Thames (2800), 6 Wash (4200);
The Netherlands: 7 Waddenzee (2500), 8 Delta (7200); France: 9 Baie de Bourgneuf
(1700), 10 Baie Mt. St. Michel (2100), 11 Baie de l’Aiguillon (2800); Portugal: 12 Tejo

(4800); Italy: 13 N Adriatic wetlands (1500); Morocco: 14 Merja Zerga (2000),

15 Sebka Tazra (=Puerto Cansado)(3000); Tunisia: 16 Gulf of Gabés (20000);

Mauritania: 17 Banc d’Arguin (18 000); Guinea-Bissau: 18 Arquipelago dos Bijagos
(57 000); Sierra Leone: 19 Sierra Leone River (2300), 20 Yawri Bay (3500)

calculation of the size of both populations. Assumingthat
Knots wintering in Europe are zslandica and those wintering in Africa canutus, the European population amounts
to 345 000 birds (Table 3), leading to a 1% level of 3500
birds, and the African population amounts to 512 000 birds
(Table 5), leading to a 1% level of 5000 birds. The latter
figure includes numbers wintering in Ghana, Namibia,
and the Republic of South Africa.
Compared with Prater’s (1976) review, numbers in
Europe have decreased dramatically (from 609 000 to
345 000), despite better survey methodsin recent years. This
implies that the actual decrease is greater than suggested by
these figures. The decrease is particularly striking in France
(from 110000 to 19000), Britain (350000 to 218 000), and
Ireland (55000 to 30000), and less so in the Wadden Sea
(65 000 to 58000) and the Delta area (14000 to 15000). There
has been some speculation on the cause of this decrease. It
has been suggested that a series of bad breeding seasonsis
the main cause (Green et al. 1977; Pienkowski and Evans
1984). Habitat changes and land reclamation at wintering
sites may also have been involved. Numbers in Africa have
gone up considerably since Prater’s (1976) review (135 000 to
512000), but this increaseis entirely due to better survey
coverage andthe discovery of new winteringsites, such as
the Arquipelago dos Bijagos in Guinea-Bissau.
Sites regularly supporting wintering populations
exceeding 1% of the population are shownin Figure13.
7.8.

Sanderling Calidris alba
Sanderlings are long-distance migrants that may
cross the continental Soviet Union and Europeataltitude
to turn up again on maritime coasts. Ringing recoveries of
birds captured in the Wash,on the English east coast,
range from eastern Greenland and the Lena River delta in
the north to the extreme southern tip of the Republic of
South Africa in the south (Branson 1987). These recoveries
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show thatbirds seen in western Europe and West Africa
originate from the Nearctic as well as from Siberian
breeding grounds. There are some indications in Britain of
Siberian birds moultingflight feathers in northwestern
Europe and subsequently wintering, whereas Nearctic birds
only stage for some weeksto deposit fat before leaving
(Cramp and Simmons1983). This means that Siberian
birds winter in western Europe, whereas Nearctic birds
only pass through in autumnandspring to winter in
Africa.
The presence of Siberian birds in South Africa,
however, demonstrates that the actual situation is far more
complex. South African wintering birds follow routes
through western Europe in autumnaswell as through the
Caspian and Blackseas, butlittle is known about their
route through Africa. During spring migration, South
African birds turn up in the North Seaarea, the

Mediterranean, and the Caspian Sea (Summerse¢al.
1987b). Biometrical information from Mauritania indicates
that birds belonging to both populationsare present (Smit
and van Spanje 1989). Apparently, the two populations mix
in their winteringareas, at least to some extent. For this
reason, all birds wintering from northwestern Europe to
South Africa have been here considered as one population,
the size of which is now estimated at 123 000 birds
(Table 5). Because the species is also likely to occur
frequently on sandy beaches along the whole West African
coast, which has not yet been surveyed, this number should
increase as soon as results from such counts become

available. For the moment, the 1% criterion has beenset at

1000 birds.
Numbersin the area of the East Atlantic flyway have
increased considerably since Prater’s (1976) review, mainly
as a result of more complete surveys and the discovery of
new concentrations of birds. Numbers in Europe have
increased from 10000 to 27000 birds, and those in Africa
from 16.000 to 96.000. Sites regularly supporting wintering
populations exceeding 1% of the population are shown in
Figure 14.
7.9.

Little Stint Calidris minuta
Little Stints breed in arctic and high-arctic regions
in northern Scandinavia and the Soviet Union and winter

in subtropical and tropical Africa, Arabia, and South Asia

(Cramp and Simmons1983). They winter on coastal

mudflats, creeks, and estuaries, as well as in shallow inland

wetlands (Urbanet al. 1986). Migration occurs over a broad
front. Little Stints may use a widevariety of habitats as
stopoversites. Finnish- and Swedish-ringed migrants have
been recovered throughout western and central Europe,

Figure 13
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=3500 and 5000) of the two Knot populations
in the East Auantic flyway: Federal Republic of Germany: 1 Wattenmeer SchleswigHolstein (5000), 2 Wattenmeer Niedersachsen (3000); The Netherlands: 3 Waddenzee
(50000), 4 Delta (15 000); Ireland: 5 North Bull (8000); United Kingdom:
6 Strangford Lough (13 000), 7 Duddon (4000), 8 Montrose Basin (4000),
9 Blackwater/Colne/Dengie (5100), 10 Burry Inlet (5000), 11 North Norfolk marshes
(5000), 12 Tees (6000), 18 Solway (7000), 14 Firth of Forth (11000), 16 Dee (21 000),

17 Thames(21 000), 18 Morecambe Bay (25000), 19 Humber(29000),
15/20 Ribble/Alt (47 000), 21 Wash (88 000); France: 22 Baie de l’Aiguillon (4600),
23 Baie Mt. St. Michel (5000); Mauritania: 24 Baie d’Arguin (27000), 25 Banc
d’Arguin (335 000); Guinea-Bissau: 26 Arquipelago dos Bijagos (144 000)

Italy, Mediterranean France, and Tunisia (Cramp and
Simmons1983; Roos 1984), and birds from the southern
Baltic and Black Sea have been recovered in West Africa
(Gromadzka and Kania, in Ilychev 1985). Little Stints
ringed in the West African wintering quarters
(Sénégambia) and Tunisia showthereverse pattern, being
recovered from the central Mediterranean to the Black Sea

and Finnmark, to 64°E (Moreau 1967; Cramp and Simmons

1983). Birds wintering in South Africa pass through the
Caspian Sea and the Kazakhstan lakes (Cramp and

Simmons1983; Gromadzka and Kania, in Ilychev 1985),

apparently following a route through the Rift Valley lakes
in East Africa (Summers and Waltner 1979). Birds ringed at
the Yugorskiy peninsula have been recovered in ‘Tunisia as
well as in South Africa. In spring, Little Stints wintering
in West Africa tend to use a somewhat moreeasterly route
through the northeastern Sahara and the Mediterranean
(Cramp and Simmons1983).
In the past few years, some quantitative information
has becomeavailable on the numberof Little Stints
wintering in African inland habitats. According to Urban

Figure 14
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=1000) of the Sanderling population in the East
Auantic flyway: Federal Republic of Germany: 1 Wattenmeer Niedersachsen (1500);
The Netherlands: 2 Waddenzee (2000), 3 Delta (1100); United Kingdom:
4 Alt/Ribble (2000); Mauritania: 5 Presqu’Ile de Cap Blanc (2000), 6 Banc d’Arguin
(19 000); Sénégal: 7 coast between Dakar and delta Saloum (1500), 8 delta Saloum
(2000), 9 coast St. Louis-Dakar (2500); Guinea-Bissau: 10 Arquipelago dos Bijagos
(11000); Sierra Leone: 11 Sierra Leone River (2900); Ghana: 12 whole coastline
(4600); Namibia: 13 Walvis Bay (8300), 14 Sandvis (8800), 15 coast N Namibia
(15000); Republic of South Africa: 16 coast Natal (1800), 17 southern part Cape
Province (2300), 18 eastern part Cape Province (6900), 19 northern part Cape
Province (7500), 20 western part Cape Province (13 000)

et al. (1986), some hundreds of thousands winter along

freshwater and soda lakes in Ethiopia and East Africa. G.
Nikolaus (in Summerset al. 1987a) estimated the numbers
in Sudanat 250000 to 500000. Numbers wintering
elsewhere in the North African tropicalbelt are as yet

7.10.

Curlew Sandpiper Calidris ferruginea
Curlew Sandpipers are long-distance migrants that
breed only in a relatively small part of the high-arctic
Soviet Union; their wintering area covers the African,
Arabian, and Australian coasts (Cramp and Simmons

unknown, but it is evident that these numbers exceed those

1983). Although many routes may not yet have been
documented, some major migration patterns have been
found, based upon our knowledge of wintering areas as
well as on ringing recoveries (Fig. 16). Birds appear to
migrate via western Europe and the Black Sea/Tunisia,
both routes leading to West Africa. Another population
uses stopoversites in the Black Sea/CaspianSea,the Rift
Valley lakes, and South Africa (Wilsonet al. 1980). Curlew
Sandpiper numbers in western Europe in spring are much
smaller than those in autumn. Obviously, the birds follow
a moreeasterly route when returning to the breeding areas
(Cramp and Simmons1983). Numbers in western Europe
are highly variable between years, a phenomenon often
linked to easterly winds (Stanley and Minton 1972) as well
as majordifferences in breeding success between years
(Underhill 1987).

Figure 15
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=2000)of the Little Stint population in the
East Atlantic flyway: Tunisia: 1 Gulf of Gabés (20.000); Italy: 2 Stagno di
Molentargio (4000), 3 N Adriatic wetlands (8000); Mauritania: 4 Gorgol (3100),
5 Aftout es Saheli (8000), 6 Bancd’Arguin (23 000); Sénégal: 7 coast between the
mainriver deltas (2400), 8 delta Saloum (3500), 9 Sénégal delta (7500); GuineaBissau: 10 Arquipelago dos Bijagos (123 000)

Figure 16
Schematic summary of the major migration system of Curlew Sandpipers in Europe
and Africa (after Wilson et al. 1980)

from coastal wetlands. Numbers wintering on the coast in
West Africa are estimated at 211000 birds (Table 5), leading
to a 1% criterion of 2000 birds. Sites in the area of the East
Atlantic flyway holding wintering populations exceeding
this 1% level are depicted in Figure 15. Numbers in the
Democratic Republic of Guinea(site 1] in Fig. 15) have not
yet been surveyed adequately; however, according to a few
density estimates during low tide, some ten thousandLittle
Stints are present (Altenburg and van der Kamp19839).
Compared with Prater’s (1976) review, there has been a
considerable increase in Little Stint numbers. This is
particularly so in West Africa and results from new .
censuses in areas that were previously poorly known.
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As most Curlew Sandpipers wintering in South
Africa migrate via East Africa (Summers and Waltner 1979),
the wintering area of birds from the East Atlantic flyway

population has been considered to cover western Europe
and West Africa, including the northern shores of the Gulf
of Guinea. Atpresent, the size of this population is
estimated at 436000 birds (Table 5), leading to a 1% level of
4500. Only a few sites qualify at this level (Fig. 17). All sites
but oneare situated on the West African coast at 20°N or
farther south. Numbers present in the Democratic Republic
of Guinea(site 5 in Fig. 17) probably qualify as “interNationally important” as well, but no complete counts
have been carried outso far. Estimates of numbers present
on the mudflats during low tide (Altenburg and van der
Kamp1989) yield a preliminary figure in the order of 50000
birds. These numbers have not yet been included in the
population estimate.

7.11.

Purple Sandpiper Calidris maritima
Purple Sandpipers are extraordinary because they
winter farther north than any other wader and because they

Figure 17

Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=3500) of the Curlew Sandpiper population in
the East Adantic flyway: Tunisia: | Gulf of Gabés (5000); Mauritania: 2 Baie
d’Arguin (13000), 3 Banc d’Arguin (145 000); Guinea-Bissau: 4 Arquipelago dos
Bijagos (249 000); Sierra Leone: 6 Yawri Bay (10000), 7 Sierra Leone River (17000)

winter largely on rocky shores, generally not in large
flocks. In Britain, estuaries hold less than 5% of the

wintering population (Moser 1987). The wintering area of
the species extends from southern Greenland, Iceland,

northern Scandinavia, and the Kola peninsula in the north

to western France in the south (Cramp and Simmons1983),
although small numbers can also be found in northern
Spain (Table 3). Rocky shores are very often difficult to
census. An additional problem is that rocky shores in
northern Scandinavia, Iceland, and Greenland, as well as

locally in western Europe, are situated mainly in thinly
populated areas. Consequently, knowledge of wader
numbers wintering in this habitat is scarce. Detailed
information on numbers wintering on the coasts of Britain
and Northern Irelandyields a figure of 15 800 Purple
Sandpipers (Moser and Summers 1987). This is probably an
underestimate of numbers actually present. Nicoll etal.
(1988) estimated that in normal winters approximately
20000 are present. This figure, combined with data from
elsewhere in western Europe and Iceland,leads to a total of
32 400 birds for the whole area (Table 3). Purple
Sandpipers are the most common wader species on
Norwegian coasts, numbers in Norway and Iceland being
“tens of thousands” (Cramp and Simmons1983). Except
for some counts in southwestern Iceland (Wilson 1982) and
a report of them ‘“‘sometimes occurring in concentrationsof
up to 1000 individuals” on the coast in central Norway
(Folkestad 1975), no detailed information is available on
Purple Sandpiperdistribution in these countries.
Migration patterns of Purple Sandpipers are highly
complicated and incompletely understood. Birds of no less
than three different populations appearto be present in
western Europe. These populations cannot be separated in
the field but can be, to some extent, in the hand. Using bill
and wing measurements, Atkinsonet al. (1981), Boere et al.

(1984), and Nicoll et al. (1988) tried to unravel these complicated patterns. It appears that short-billed Scandinavian
breeding birds migrate mainly toward the English east
coast to winter. Scotland and northwestern England are
predominantly populated by long-billed birds, whose
origin is still partly obscure, although there are indications
that they originate from northeastern Canada, using
Iceland as a stopoversite during migration. The
Netherlands and southeastern England may hold some of
these birdsas well, although recoveries from stopover sites
in Swedenalso point toward the presence of long-billed
birds from the Soviet Union. Purple Sandpipers from
eastern Greenland are believed to winter in Iceland, and

birds from western Greenland have been found to remain
in western and southern Greenland,close to their breeding
areas (Cramp and Simmons 1983).
Because of our insufficient knowledge of population
sizes and migration patterns, the East Atlantic flyway
populationis provisionally estimated at 50000 birds,
leading to a preliminary 1% criterion of 500 birds. Sites
holding “internationally important”” numbers are shown
in Figure 18.
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7.12.

Dunlin Calidris alpina
Four Dunlin populations can be distinguished in
the East Atlantic flyway, all showing consistent migration
strategies, with partly or totally overlapping wintering
areas and stopoversites (Fig. 19). These populationsdiffer
considerably in size: C. a. arctica, breeding on Greenland,
and the temperate C. a. schinzii population, breeding on
the British Isles and in the southern Baltic, are far less

numerousthanthe Icelandic schinzii and the Eurasian
alpina populations. Dunlin migration has been studied
intensively (Leslie and Lessells 1978; Hardy and Minton
1980; Greenwood 1984; Gromadzka, in Ilychev 1985;

Jonsson 1986). These studies led to a division of wintering
areas as shownin Figure 19 and Table 8, as well as the
incorporation of the whole Mediterranean as part of the
East Atlantic flyway. The latter has been done on the basis
of recoveries from southern Scandinavia and the Black Sea
area, pointing toward southeastern movements within a
given year (Greenwood 1984; Gromadzka, in Ilychev 1985).
The total population size of Dunlinsin the East
Atlantic flyway, including the whole Mediterranean,

Figure 18
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=500) of the Purple Sandpiper population in
the East Atlantic flyway: Iceland: 1 SW Iceland (2000); Faeroes: 2 whole island
group(1000); United Kingdom: 3 Northumberland (500), 4 Lothian coast (500),
5 Strathclyde coast (500), 6 Lewis and Harris coast (800), 7 Uists (1200), 8 Shetlands
(1500), 9 Highland coast (1600), 10 Grampian coast (1600), 11 Orkneys (5700); France:
12 Bretagne(1750)
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amountsto 2.2 million birds (Table 5). From our
knowledge of the wintering areas and thesize of the
distinct breeding populations, we have produced 1% levels
for each of the four populations(Table 8). The numberof
schinzit breeding on Icelandis estimated at 100 000 to
300 000 pairs (Piersma 19860). Taking the highest estimate
and assumingthatone pair of Dunlins produces onefirstcalendar-year bird on the wintering grounds, wearrive at a
population of somewhatover 900000 birds. This figure
corresponds well with the estimate of around 800000
Dunlins wintering in West Africa, including Morocco. One
major wetland in West Africa has not been counted to date
— the Baia de Rio de Oroin the western Sahara — andit
may eventually “supply” us with the 100000 “missing”
Dunlins. The major wintering area of the small arctica
population undoubtedly is the Banc d’Arguin. Dick (1975)
estimated that at most 5% of the numberpresent there
consisted of this subspecies. At present, there are no sites

knownto hold substantial wintering populationsof
temperate schinzii. This is because C. a. alpina and
C. a. schinzii cannot be separated in thefield, and

Figure 19
Winterdistribution of Dunlin populations on the East Atlantic flyway: 1 = arctica,
2A = Icelandic schinzii, 2B = temperate schinzii, 3 = alpina (modified after Jonsson
1986)

Table 8
Breeding and wintering areas and populationsizes of four populations of Dunlins
(data from J6nsson 1986; Piersma 19866; Cramp and Simmons1983; and
simultaneous wadercounts[this paper])
Species

Breeding
area

Wintering
area

C. a. arctica

NE Greenland

W Africa

C. a. schinzii

(western population)

C. a. schinzii

(temperate
Population)
C. a. alpina

Iceland, SE

Greenland

W Africa

Baltic

SW Europe

USSR, arctic
Scandinavia

Europe, NW
Morocco,
Mediterranean

UK,Ireland

NW Morocco

Population
size?

1% level

15.000

150

800 000

8000

21000

200

1373 000

13 000

“The populationsize for “arctica” is based upon anestimate (5000 pairs) from the
breeding areas, whereas others are based uponresults from censuses and the

division of wintering areas as shownin Figure 19.

biometrics of the species are partly overlapping. Better
techniques are necessary to discriminate between the two
groups. Wetlands holding “internationally important”
numbers of Icelandic schinzii and alpina are shownin
Figure 20.
Compared with data from Prater’s (1976) review,
there has been a considerable decrease in Dunlin numbers
in Britain and Ireland. Onepossible reason for this
decrease is explained in Section 11.2. Elsewhere in Europe,
there has been someincrease in numbers, probably as a
result of more complete censuses. As a whole, numbers in
Europe have changed only very little. Dunlins were and
still are the most numerouscoastal waderspecies in
Europe. There is, however, some concern about the

decrease of Baltic temperate schinzii. Considering that these
birds use wetlands in southwestern Europe and northern
Morocco, where their occurrence and biology have been

Figure 20
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=14.000 and 8000) of the two major Dunlin
populations in the East Atlantic flyway. Some wetlands holding numbersslightly
below the 1% criterion are also included: Federal Republic of Germany:
1 Wattenmeer Schleswig-Holstein (20000), 2 Wattenmeer Niedersachsen (65 000);
The Netherlands: 3 Waddenzee (90000), 4 Delta (91 000); Ireland: 5 Shannon

(25 000); United Kingdom: 6 Dundalk Bay (15000), 7 Lindisfarne (13 000),

8 Al/Ribble (15.000), 9 Blackwater/Colne/Dengie (26 000), 10 Dee (16 000),
11 Orwell/Stour (34 000), 12 Medway (17000), 13 Mersey (26000),
14/16 Chichester/Langstone Harbour (55 000), 15 Humber(26 000), 17 Thames
(28000), 18 Wash (35000), 19 Morecambe Bay (35000), 20 Severn (46.000); France:

21 Golfe de Morbihan (23 000), 22 Baie Mt. St. Michel (28000), 23 Basin d’Arcachon

(50.000); Portugal: 24 Tejo (27 000); Tunisia: 25 Gulf of Gabés (125 000); Morocco:
2 Merja Zerga (20000); Mauritania: 27 Baie d’Arguin (35 000), 28 Banc d’Arguin
40.000).

studied insufficiently, we may conclude that more detailed
information on this population outside its breeding areasis
a priority. Known Dunlin numbersin the Mediterranean
and in West Africa have increased sharply, as a result of
counts in previously incompletely surveyed areas.
7.13.

Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa
There are two subspecies of the Black-tailed Godwit
present on the East Atlantic flyway: L.l. islandica breeds
mainly in Iceland, occasionally also on the Faeroes, and
L.l. limosa breeds in temperate regions from northwestern
Europe to the Kazakhstan SSR (Cramp and Simmons
1983). In Iceland, the islandica population has spread
steadily from theearly part of this century and has recently
colonized the northern part of the island. Limosa l. limosa
has a major stronghold in The Netherlands (Piersma
19866). Beintema and Drost (1986) recently reviewed the
migration system of Black-tailed Godwit populations.
Icelandic birds winterin Britain and Ireland and along the
Atlantic coasts of France, Spain, and Portugal, with some
reaching Morocco. ‘These birds are found mainly on coastal
wetlands, where they mix with birds from the western

population of limosa, especially in Morocco and on inland
wetlands in Spain. Western populationsof limosa migrate
downthe Atlantic coast to tropical Africa, whereas eastern
European populations cross the Mediterranean and the
Sahara. The latter populations probably also winter in
tropical Africa, from Mali and Lake Chad eastwards
(Beintema and Drost1986). The origin of the wintering
populations in Mediterranean Spain (Ebro delta, mean
number1750 birds over 1973-80; Smit 1986) and Tunisia
(Gulf of Gabés, 1700; van Dijk et al. 1986) is still obscure.

Eastern and western birds are separated by a demarcation
line running from southwest to northeast through

Germany, Poland, and the Baltic states. The easternmost

population of L. l. limosa, breeding in Kazakhstan SSR,
winters in India (Beintema and Drost1986).
Because the western population of L. 1. limosa
winters mainly inland, we have included only L.1.
islandica, which winters in coastal wetlands on the Atlantic
coast from northwestern Europe to northern Morocco. The
size of this population is about 65000birds, leading to a 1%

criterion of 700 birds. Because someof the birds wintering

in southern Spain and northern Morocco probably also

consist of limosa, the real 1% level may very well be lower

than 600. Therefore, Figure 21 depicts all sites holding
regular wintering populations of 400 birds and more.
Present estimates of the size of the Icelandic breeding
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population amountto 10000 to 30000 pairs (Piersma
1986), leading to a wintering population of roughly 25 000
to 90000 birds. A population of 50000 birds in coastal
wetlands on the Atlantic coast of Europe and Moroccofits
well within this range. The previous estimate of Blacktailed Godwit numbers(Prater 1976) was 40000 birds in
Europe and an additional 30000 in Morocco. This number
wasconsidered by A. Gardarsson (in Cramp and Simmons
1983) to be “(probably much too high” relative to the
numberof breeding pairs in Iceland. Although Black-tailed
Godwits have increased in numberin Iceland, this may

still apply. It is therefore not unlikely that part of the
Black-tailed Godwit population wintering in Spain
consists of limosa.
7.14.

Bar-tailed Godwit Limosa lapponica
The nominate race of the Bar-tailed Godwit breeds
in subarctic and high-arctic habitats from Lapland to the
eastern part of the Taymyr peninsula. This population

Figure 21
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=700) of the L. l. islandica population in the
East Atlantic flyway. Some wetlands holding numbersslightly below the 1%
criterion are also included: Ireland: 1 Dungarvan Harbour(900), 2 Ballymacoda Bay
(1000), 3 Wexford Harbour(1300), 4 Cork Harbour (2000); United Kingdom: 5 Swale
(400), 6 Poole Harbour(600), 7 Exe (700), 8 Hamford Water (700), 9 Solent (600),
10 Dee (700), 11 Chichester/Langstone Harbour (1100), 12 Orwell/Stour (1100),
13 Alt/Ribble (1500); France: 14 Baie Mt. St. Michel (1000), 15 Baie de l’Aiguillon
(6600); Portugal: 16 Sado (500), 17 Faro (700), 18 Tejo (5600); Spain: 19 salines and
lagoons around Cadiz (1600), 20 Marismas Guadalquivir (2600); Morocco: 21 Merja
Zerga (10000).

occurs in western Europe and West Africa. Limosal.

baueri, which breedsfarther east in the Soviet Union and
in Alaska, winters in Southeast Asia and Australia (Cramp

and Simmons 1983). Migration routes of the 2300 Bar-tailed
Godwits that winter on the Namibian coast (Summerset

al. 1987a) are not yet known,althoughthere is a recovery of
a South African-ringed bird from Iran (Cramp and
Simmons 1983). This suggests that Bar-tailed Godwits
wintering in South Africa pass through the Caspian Sea
area. Bar-tailed Godwits are long-distance migrants, using
only a limited number of stopoversites. Migration patterns, origin of breeding populations, and the location of
wintering areas, however, are still only partly understood.
Figure 22 showsthat within the area of the East
Atlantic flyway there is a clear segregation in wintering
areas — one group of Bar-tailed Godwits winters mainly
around the North Sea, another group mainly along the
West African coast. Birds wintering in Portugal arrive
relatively late in autumn, probably after having moulted in

Figure 22
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (= 1000 and 7000) of the two Bar-tailed Godwit
populationsin the East Atlantic flyway: Denmark: 1 Vadehavet(1100); Federal
Republic of Germany: 2 Wattenmeer Niedersachsen (1000), 3 Wattenmeer
Schleswig-Holstein (3000); The Netherlands: 4 Waddenzee (20000), 5 Delta (7900);
Ireland: 6 Dublin Bay (2000), 7 Dundalk Bay (6500); United Kingdom:
8 Langstone/Chichester Harbour (2200), 9 Strangford Lough (1100), 10/15 Inner
Moray/Findhorn/Culbin/Nairn (2100), 11 Dornoch Firth (1200), 12 Humber(1400),

13 Eden (1500), 14 Firth of Tay (1600), 17 Thames (6500), 18 Lough Foyle (3300),

19 Firth of Forth (4500), 20 MorecambeBay (4900), 21 Solway (6000), 22 Lindisfarne
(6500), 23/25 Alt/Ribble (17 000), 24 Wash (8600); France: 26 Baie de 1’Aiguillon
(1000), 27 Baie de Bourgneuf(1100), 28 Baie Mt. St. Michel (1500), 29 Baie de
St. Brieuc (1600); Portugal: 30 Tejo (1600), 31 Aveiro (1700), 32 Faro (1800);
Mauritania: 33 Banc d’Arguin (537 000); Guinea-Bissau: 34 Arquipelago dos Bijagos

(156 000)
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wetlandsfarther north. Maximum numbers in Faro are
present from January to March,decreasing rapidly again
shortly thereafter (Rufino and Araujo 1987). These birds
therefore show the same migration behaviour in spring as
the ones wintering in northwestern Europe. They also use
northwestern European wetlandsas stopoversites, which is
particularly obvious in spring. Bar-tailed Godwit numbers
on British estuaries decrease considerably in March, and in
April and May numbers are even lower (Prater 1981a). In
the WaddenSea, birds that have wintered in the area leave

from March onwards, but they are soon replaced by birds
that have wintered farther south. Peak numbersin the
Dutch part of the Wadden Sea are reached in early May
(78000) (Smit and Wolff 1981; de Goede et al. 1985). The

apparent existence of distinct wintering areas and
migrationstrategies is the reason for distinguishing two
separate populations within the area of the East Atlantic

flyway. The breedingareas of these birds are still somewhat

obscure, althoughthere are indications, based on biometrics, that most birds wintering in western Europe
originate from northern Scandinavia eastwards to the
White Sea (Engelmoer 1984, and unpubl. data; de Goede
et al. 1985).
Biometrics of the Bar-tailed Godwit, however, still
pose a problem.It is very likely that these patterns are more
complicated than suggested by Cramp and Simmons(1983).
The concept ofa clinal transition in bill and wing
measurements, with Bar-tailed Godwits that breed farther

east being larger (Cramp and Simmons1983) and darker

coloured (Glutz von Blotzheim et al. 1977), appears to be

too simple. Reanalysis of the biometricsof different
Populations in northern Scandinavia and the Soviet Union
has shownthat wing and bill measurements of northern
Scandinavian birds are larger than those of western
Siberian birds but smaller than those of central Siberian
Bar-tailed Godwits. A moredetailed analysis is currently
being undertaken (Engelmoer, unpubl. data).
Because of the Portuguese findings, we use the Strait
of Gibraltar provisionally as the border between the
“European” and the “African” wintering populations. The
size of the European populationis estimated at 115 000
birds (Table 3), yielding a 1% criterion of 1000 birds. Sites
Supporting this numberare shownin Figure 22. The
African wintering population is now estimated to be at
least 700 000 birds, including Tunisia (Table 5), yielding a
1% criterion of 7000 birds. Only twosites qualify as
“internationally important,” indicating their very
considerable nature conservation value. Numbers present
in the Democratic Republic of Guinea (site 35 in Fig. 22)
probably qualify as “internationally important” as well,
but no complete counts have been carried out in this
country so far. Estimates of numbers present on the
mudflats during low tide (Altenburg and van der Kamp
1989) yield a preliminary figure of some tens of thousands.

These numbers have notyet been included in the

Population estimate. Compared with Prater’s (1976) review,
the population estimate has more than doubled, mainly as
a result of the recent discovery of important wintering
Populations in West Africa.

7.15.

Whimbrel Numenius phaeopus
The nominate subspecies of the Whimbrel breeds in
boreal and subarctic habitats from Iceland to western
Siberia, including the Faeroes, Shetlands, and

Fennoscandia. Other subspecies breed farther east in the

Soviet Union and in North America. ‘The nominate
subspecies winters almost exclusively in coastal regions, in
Africa, in Arabia, and along the Indian Ocean. Migration
occurs overlandin a broad front, overflying large areas but
involvingonly a very limited numberof staging areas
(Cramp and Simmons1983). These may be found on the

coast (Trolliet 1985) as well as inland, for instance in The
Netherlands and Hungary (Cramp and Simmons1983).
Birds from Iceland, the Faeroes, Fennoscandia, and the
northwestern Soviet Union winter mainly in West Africa
(Cramp and Simmons1983). Recoveries of Belgian-,
British-, and Dutch-ringed Whimbrels come from coastal

regions in western France and West Africa, south to Gabon

(Glutz von Blotzheim et al. 1977; Ferns et al. 1979; Speek
and Speek 1984). In spring, some breeding birds from
Fennoscandia and the area around the White Sea follow a
more easterly route, indicated by recoveries from Italy
(Glutz von Blotzheim et al. 1977; Dobrynina,in Ilychev
1985). Possibly some birds passing through West Africa
reach South Africa. Birds arriving in autumn tend to do so
relatively later in Sénégal than in Ghana, probably after
having taken a longer route alongthe coast instead of a
direct crossing over the Sahara (Cramp and Simmons1983).
Birds wintering on the coasts of the Gulf of Guinea therefore may have reached their wintering area via two different
routes. Birds migrating through East Africa are probably of
Siberian origin and certainly include N. p. alboaxillaris
from the southern Soviet Union.
Summing up numbers in wintering areas along the
western European and West African coasts, and including
those from the west coast of South Africa, yields a figure of

about 69 000 birds, providing a preliminary 1% criterion of
700 birds. Recent estimates of numbers breeding in Iceland
(200.000 pairs), Fennoscandia (45 000), the Faeroes (2800),
and the Shetlands (400) alone yield 250000 pairs (Piersma
19866). This numberstill excludes those breeding in the
western Soviet Union and therefore should be regarded as a
minimum estimate for the total population. This figureis
equivalent to about 600 000 to 700000 birds on the
wintering grounds. Obviously, there is a large discrepancy,
which may be caused by inaccurate estimates of numbers
breeding in Iceland (A. Gardarsson, in Piersma 19860).
Another explanationis that information on wintering
numbersin the East Atlantic flywayis far from complete.
Somebirds may be present on as yet uncensused non-

estuarine coasts (e.g., Kersten et al. 1983), but densities

foundso far on the Moroccan rocky shores cannotexplain
the huge difference between estimates from breeding bird
surveys and those from counts of the wintering grounds. It
is likely that a considerable numberofbirds are still to be
foundin coastal habitats not yet surveyed.
Sites regularly supporting 700 Whimbrels or more
are shownin Figure 23. There are no complete counts
available for Whimbrels in the Democratic Republic of
Guinea(site 6 in Fig. 23). Low-water surveys on a limited
numberof mudflats (Altenburg and van der Kamp 1989)
yield a preliminary estimate in the order of 10000 birds.
7.16.

Eurasian Curlew Numenius arquata
Curlewsbreed in boreal, temperate, and steppe
regions in Europe and Asia, ranging from Iceland to the
central Soviet Union. The wintering area covers most of

the Atlantic and Mediterranean coasts, Arabia, the Indian

Ocean, and Southeast Asia, although concentrations of
wintering Eurasian Curlews can also be foundinland, e.g.,
45

in Ireland (Lack 1986). There are two subspecies. The area
in whichboth subspecies as well as intermediates occur
ranges from the eastern part of the Mediterranean to the
Indian west coast. In the area of the East Atlantic flyway,
both subspecies may be found, the nominate being far

more numerous. In central Europe, orzentalis have become

more numerousin the course of this century. There are
indications that migration routes of this subspecies now
extend farther west than in the early part of this century
(Cramp and Simmons1983). Irish birds are moreorless

resident. Fennoscandian, Baltic, and northwestern Soviet

Unionbirds winter from Britain and Ireland to western
France (Cramp and Simmons 1983), some going farther
south to northern Spain and Portugal (Glutz von
Blotzheim et al. 1977; Saurola 1982). Some German and

Dutch birds again go somewhatfarther south, some
reaching Morocco. Central and southeastern European
Eurasian Curlews winter on the Atlantic coast and in the
Mediterranean (Schlenker 1982). The origin of birds
wintering in Mauritania has not yet been determined
(Cramp and Simmons1983). Eurasian Curlews wintering
in Guinea-Bissau have very long bills, corresponding to
Figure 23
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=700) of the Whimbrel population in the East
Atlanticflyway: Mauritania: | Baie d’Arguin (1800), 2 Banc d’Arguin (17 000);
Sénégal: 3 delta Saloum (1000), 4 Casamanche(1000); Guinea-Bissau: 5 Arquipelago
dos Bijagos (42000); 6 Dem. Rep. Guinea (more than 10000); Sierra Leone: 7 Sierra
LeoneRiver (1100), 8 Yawri Bay (2000)
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measurements from Indonesia, and mayrepresent N.a.
orientalis (Zwarts 1988). Eurasian Curlews from the Gulf of
Guinea south to South Africa consist predominantly of
orientalis as well, although now and then some arquata are
present. Birds wintering in the Niger inundation zone and
in Sudan probably cross the Sahara and presumably consist
of orientalis (Cramp and Simmons1983).

Based on the Eurasian Curlew migration patterns
described above, the East Atlantic flyway population has

been considered here to include western Europe, the
western part of the Mediterranean, and West Africa, south

to Sénégambia. ‘Thesize of this population amounts to
348 000 birds (Table 5), yielding a 1% criterion of 3500
birds. Sites holding “internationally important” numbers
are shown in Figure 24. Compared with Prater’s (1976)

review, numbers in Europe have doubled, but this increase

is rather difficult to interpret. Numbers in Ireland appear
to have increased sharply, but this is mainly due to a more
complete picture of wintering numbers. Numbers in
estuaries in Great Britain, which had been surveyed well
before the end of the 1960s, dropped from 60000 to 48 000.

The total numberfor Britain, however, has increased again

Figure 24
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=3500) of the Eurasian Curlew population in
the East Atlantic flyway. Some wetlands holding numbersslightly below the 1%
criterion are also included: Federal Republic of Germany: 1 Wattenmeer SchleswigHolstein (15000), 2 Wattenmeer Niedersachsen (25 000); The Netherlands:
3 Waddenzee (50000), 4 Delta (12000); United Kingdom: 5 Dee (3200), 6 coastIsle of
Man (3200), 7 Thames (3400), 8 Highland coast (3500), 9 Wash (3700), 10 Solway
(5200), 11 Morecambe Bay (8600), 12 Strathclyde coast (9800), 13 Orkney coast
(18 000); Ireland: 14 Southwest Irish coast (4000); Italy: 15 coast N Adriatic (3700);
Tunisia: 16 Gulf of Gabés (11000); Mauritania: 17 Banc d’Arguin (8000).

becauseof the incorporation of previously unsurveyed

nonestuarine coasts. Numbers in the Wadden Sea have

Increased, but this may also be a result of more complete
data. Clearly, local decreases in Eurasian Curlew numbers
have occurred. This appears to be true mainly for the
Fennoscandian population and may have beena result of

Intensive shooting in Denmark andFrance (Meltofte 1986).

The total number of Eurasian Curlews using the
East Atlantic flyway will be somewhat larger than
calculated above. In some countries, large numbersof
Eurasian Curlews winter inland andare rarely included in
the counts. The total numberof birds involved is not well
known. In Ireland, 50000 birds may be present, and in

Britain their numberis estimated at 5000 to 7000 (Lack
1986). In mild winters, more than 20 000 may winter inland

In The Netherlands (SOVON 1987). These figures have not
been included in the calculation of the flyway population.
Adding up the numberof breeding pairs for western
Europe yields a total of 125000 pairs (Piersma 19860). This
figure does not include numbers breeding in the Soviet
Union and shouldtherefore be regarded as a minimum.
Such a population yields 300000 to 500000 birds on the
wintering grounds, in good agreement with the numbers
actually counted.

7.17.

Spotted Redshank Tringa erythropus

Spotted Redshanksbreed in subarctic and arctic
habitats in northern Fennoscandia and the Soviet Union.
The species is less marine than mostof its congeners. In
winter, it may be found in a widevariety of habitats: along
pools,rivers, lakes, saltpans, and lagoons, and in shallow

floodlands, irrigatedrice fields, and sewage farms. ‘The

wintering area ranges from the West African and
Mediterranean coast, through a narrowbelt of wetlandsin
the Sahel and adjacent savannazone in Africa, to the coasts
of the Indian Ocean, the large rivers on the Indian sub-

continent, and Southeast Asia. Migration occurs on a broad
front, overland and along the western seaboard, leading to

local concentrations of some thousands. Such concentraHons have been found in the Dollard (German-Dutch
Wadden Sea), the Delta area, Hungary, Greece, Turkey,

Black Sea, and Caspian Sea (Cramp and Simmons1983).

Ringing recoveries giving clues as to migration routes are
limited but do indicate that somebirds show a tendency to
perform loop migration. Spotted Redshanks wintering in
Mali, Nigeria, and Chad arrive there by crossing the Sahara

(Cramp and Simmons1983). Birds wintering in coastal

lagoons in Ghanaleave their wintering area by overflying
the Sahara in a northeasterly direction (Grimes 1974).
Obviously, it is difficult to describe the borders of

the East Atlantic flyway for a species wintering inland to
such an extent, and also to estimate the numberof birds
Involved. Combiningthe results of midwinter censuses in
Coastal wetlands in Europe and Africa yields a total
Population of 6500 birds, including 2000 in coastal Ghana

(Ntiamoa-Baidu and Grieve 1987). Thesize of the

European breeding population aloneis estimated at 45 000
Pairs (Piersma 1986), excluding numbersin the Soviet
Union. This figure would yield 100.000 to 150000 birds on
the wintering grounds. Because of the small numberof
birds sufficient to provide “internationally important”
numbers and the large discrepancy betweenthis figure and
the one based on estimatesof the breeding population, no
attempts have been made to pointoutareas specifically
Important for Spotted Redshanks.

7.18.

Redshank Tringa totanus
Redshanks breed mainly in temperate and steppe
habitats over a wide area, ranging from Iceland through
continental Europe and the central Soviet Unionto eastern
Siberia. Several subspecies are distinguished, two of which
are foundinthe area of the East Atlanticflyway.It is not
possible to distinguish these twosubspecies in the field.
Using biometrical measurements, especially wing length, it
is possible to distinguish T. ¢. robusta from the nominate
subspecies, althoughthere is some overlap in measurements.
Tringa t. robusta, which breeds in Iceland and in
small numbers in the Faeroes, winters in coastal habitats
from southern Iceland and southern Norwayto Ireland and

countries bordering the North Sea, occasionally south to

Portugal (Cramp and Simmons1983). Biometrics indicate

that small numbers winter regularly in the Vendée, France

(Fournier and Spitz 1969). British and Irish breeding birds,
whichhave been considered to be a subspecies intermediate
between robusta and totanus (Hale 1980), are primarily
resident. Some migrate to western France (Fournier and
Spitz 1969) and occasionally as far as Portugal (Cramp and
Simmons1983). Fennoscandian and Baltic Redshanksare
more migratory and have been found wintering from the
North Sea countries throughthe western part of the
Mediterranean to West Africa, some going as far south as

the Ivory Coast and Ghana (Cramp and Simmons1983).
Phenologypatterns on the Banc d’Arguin (Dick 1975) show
that someof the birds wintering on the Gulf of Guinea
arrive there by following the West African coast. Some
birds, however, apparently cross the Sahara (Cramp and
Simmons1983). Continental birds from northwestern
European breeding populations winter from the Channel
coast to Sénégal, but most are found around the Bay of

Biscay, northwestern Spain, and in Portugal. Western
Russian Redshanksare assumed to winter in the eastern

Mediterranean, Red Sea, Arabian Gulf, and areas farther
south and east, but there are no ringing recoveries to

confirm this (Cramp and Simmons1983).
The migration patterns pictured above led to the
distinction of two populations of Redshanks within the
area of the East Atlantic flyway, both showinga characteristic migration pattern and both linked to a specific breeding area. There is some overlap in the wintering areas of

these populations, mainly in Britain and Ireland (robusta
and the local breeding population of totanus) and northern
France (robusta and continental European totanus). ‘The
sizes of these populationsare estimated at 109 000
(northwestern European wintering population) and 177 000
(western Europe to Gulf of Guinea), but because of the
overlap mentioned and reasons discussed below, we suggest
1500 birds as the 1% criterion for both populations. Sites
supporting “internationally important” numbers in
northwestern Europe are shown in Figure 25. Numbers in
two other wetlandsin Sierra Leone (Scarcies estuary and
Sherbo River) probably also support “internationally
important” numbers, but no complete censuses have been
carried out there yet. Numbers present in the Democratic
Republic of Guinea probably qualify as “internationally
important” as well, but no complete counts have been
carried out there so far. Estimates of numbers present on
the mudflats during low tide (Altenburg and van der Kamp
1989) yield a preliminary figure of sometens of thousands.
‘These numbers have not yet been included in the population estimate.
aT

There is still a rather large discrepancy between
figures based on breeding bird surveys and those from
midwinter wader counts. The Redshank population in
northwestern Europe, estimated at 109000 birds, is

composed of both Icelandic robusta and British and Irish
totanus. These breeding populationsare nowestimatedat
100 000 and about 35 000 pairs, respectively, yielding a total
wintering population of 300000 to 400 000 birds. This
implies either that the estimates of the breeding populations are too high (which maybetrue, especially for
Iceland; A. Gardarsson, in Piersma 19860) or that results
from midwinter surveys are still incomplete. To a smaller
extent, the same applies for the Redshank population
wintering in western Europe and WestAfrica. ‘This
populationis estimated at 177 000 birds and broadly
includes breeding birds from Fennoscandia and continental
western and central Europe. The population breeding in
this region is estimated at 130000 pairs, more orless

Figure 25
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=1500) of the northeastern European and the
western European/West African Redshank population: Federal Republic of
Germany: 1 Wattenmeer Schleswig-Holstein (1500), 2 Wattenmeer Niedersachsen
(3000); The Netherlands: 3 Waddenzee (9000), 4 Delta (3200); Ireland: 5 Shannon
(1500); United Kingdom: 6 Hamford Water (1500), 7 Tay (1500), 8 Mersey (1500),
9 Cromarty Firth (1600), 10 Swale (1600), 11 Alt/Ribble (1900), 12 Solway (2400),
13 Highland coast (1600), 14 Shetland (1800), 15/18 Orwell/Stour (4900), 16 Severn
(2100), 17 Langstone/Chichester Harbour (2900), 19 Strangford Lough(2400),
20 Medway (2500), 21 Strathclyde coast (2600), 22 Firth of Forth (2800), 23 Inner
Clyde (2800), 24 Lindisfarne (3000), 25 Humber (3400), 26 Wash (3900), 27 Thames
(4300), 28 Dee (5000), 29 Morecambe Bay (5600), 30 Orkney coast (6800); Portugal:
31 Tejo (2100); Italy: 32 Stagno di Molentargio (2500); Tunisia: 33 Gulf of Gabés
(16000); Morocco: 34 Merja Zerga (3000); Mauritania: 35 Banc d’Arguin (50000);
Guinea-Bissau: 37 Arquipelago dos Bijagos (83 000); Sierra Leone: 38 Sierra Leone
River (4000), 39 Yawri Bay (14000)

equivalent to 300.000 to 400 000 birds on the wintering
grounds. In this population, more than 100000 birds are
still “missing.”
Compared with Prater’s (1976) review, numbers in
Europe have remained moreorless stable. This phenomenonis rather difficult to interpret. Numbers in estuaries
in Great Britain have dropped from 80000 to 54000,
whereas the total figure for Britain has increased as a result
of the incorporation of previously unsurveyed nonestuarine
habitats. An obvious decrease can be noted in Portugal,

and a slight one in France. Numbers in the Wadden Sea
have increased, but again this is partly a result of more

complete data. As a whole, Redshank numbers in the

wintering areas have decreased, possibly as a result of
declining breeding bird numbers. Such a decrease has been
noted in Belgium, The Netherlands, the Federal Republic
of Germany, Denmark, the German Democratic Republic,
and, locally, in Great Britain. An increase, however,is

noted in Finland (Cramp and Simmons1983).
7.19.

Common Greenshank Tringa nebularia
CommonGreenshanksbreed in temperate, boreal,
and subarctic habitats from Scotland and Fennoscandia to
eastern Siberia. During migration and in winter, Common
Greenshanksare present in a wide variety of habitat types,
on the coast as well as inland. Common Greenshanks may
be found on estuaries, muddyor sandytidalflats, lagoons,

mangrove swamps, saltpans, salt marshes, pools on tidal

reefs, rivers, lakes, reservoirs, pools, sewage farms,

mudbanks, and sandspits.
The wintering area of this monotypic species ranges
from the western European and West African Atlantic

coasts, through the Mediterranean, inland Africa south of

the Sahel zone, and South Asia to Australia. Migration

probably occurs on a broad front, with recoveries of birds
ringed. in northeastern Europe in Morocco, Mali, Sierra
Leone, Ghana, the Democratic Republic of Guinea,

Nigeria, and Zaire. Recoveries of South African-ringed
birds in the European Soviet Union demonstrate that some
Common Greenshanksreach wintering areas very far south
(Tree 1987). In Africa, wintering Common Greenshanksare
found inland and in coastal wetlands. Birds wintering in
Britain and Ireland probably originate mainly from the
Scottish breeding population (Lack 1986). Fennoscandian
birds cross central Europe and the Sahara and have been
recovered in Mali and on thecoast of the Gulf of Guinea
and northern Zaire. Breeding birds from the northwestern
part of the Soviet Union showthe same migrational
pattern as Fennoscandian birds (Cramp and Simmons
1983). Birds captured in South Africa lay downlargefat
loads, enabling them to reach arctic breeding areas in a

limited numberof steps. (Summers and Waltner 1979).
As with the Spotted Redshank,it is difficult to
describe the borders of the East Atlantic flyway for a species
wintering inland to such an extent, or to estimate the total

numbers wintering. Combiningtheresults of midwinter
censuses in coastal wetlands in Europe andAfrica yields a
total population of 19000 birds, including birds wintering
in Ghana, Namibia, and South Africa. This leads to a

preliminary 1% criterion of 200 birds. Thesize of the
European breeding population aloneis estimated at 109 000
pairs (Piersma 19860), excluding numbersin the Soviet
Union, where the species is abundantin suitable habitats
(Cramp and Simmons1983). The figure for Fennoscandia
alone would produce 250000 to 300000 birds on the
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wintering grounds. Becauseof the large gaps in our
knowledge, no attempts have been madeto point outsites
Supporting “internationally important” numbers.

7.20.

Common SandpiperActitis hypoleucos
CommonSandpipers breed in a wide band of
climatic and vegetation zones from western Europe to East
Asia. Their breeding habitat consists of borders of clear

lakes, pools, rivers, or streams. Outside the breeding season,

CommonSandpipers may be found anywhere wherefresh,

brackish, or salt water is available, most frequently in

freshwater habitats. The wintering area of this monotypic

species covers the whole of Africa, south of the Sahel zone,

the coast of the Arabian peninsula and the Indian Ocean,

Most of Southeast Asia, and China and Australia.

Migration occurs on broadfronts, usually singly or in
small flocks. Especially in autumn, the species may
aggregate in favourable places, but large concentrations are
tare. Recoveries of Fennoscandian-ringed birds show that
the main migration routes have a southwest-northeast
direction. Somecentral European birds have been found to
migrate to western Europefirst, whereas others have been

recovered in the Mediterranean. Birds from Finland,
Poland, and Czechoslovakia have been found wintering in

Mali, Guinea-Bissau, Sierra Leone, the Ivory Coast, Ghana,

and Nigeria, suggesting that birds wintering in Central and

South Africa come from more easterly (USSR) populations

(Cramp and Simmons1983).

Wehaveconsidered birds wintering in Europe, the

western part of the Mediterranean, and West Africa,

including the whole northern coastline of the Gulf of
Guinea,as belongingto the East Atlantic flyway. The size
of this population, based on counts in the wintering areas,
amounts to 39000 birds. This figure leads to a preliminary
1% criterion of 400 birds. It is difficult to describe the
borders of the East Atlantic flyway for a species wintering
inland to such an extent. Also, for this species, there is an
extremely large difference between population estimates
based on counts in the wintering areas and figures based on
breeding bird numbers. Thesize of the European breeding
Population aloneis estimated at 880000 pairs (Piersma
19860), excluding numbers breeding in Estonia (2500;
Cramp and Simmons1983). The species is therefore
probably the most numerous wader species breeding in
western and central Europe (Piersma 19860). This estimate

yields a populationofatleast 2 million birds on the

wintering grounds. Because of the large gaps in our
knowledge, no attempts have been made to point outsites
Supporting “internationally important” numbers.
Common Sandpipers are known to be numerousonly in
Liberia, where 25 000 to 30000 of them winter (Gatter

1988), distributed over many habitat types all over the
country. Most of the CommonSandpipersthat are still
‘missing” are presumablydistributed over numerous
African inland wetlands.
7.21.

Ruddy Turnstone Arenaria interpres
Ruddy Turnstones breed along coasts in boreal,

temperate, arctic, and high-arctic climatic zones. The

breeding area ranges from Scandinavia, Siberia, and North
America to Greenland. Birds from northern Canada belong
to the subspecies morinella. All others are considered to
belong to the nominate subspecies. Wintering Ruddy
Turnstones are almost cosmopolitan in coastal marine
habitats. Within the breeding area, three populations of

nominate Ruddy Turnstonescan be distinguished, all
showing migration patterns notyettotally revealed, to
someextentalso partially overlapping. Birds breeding in
northeastern Canada and Greenland winter mainly in
northwestern Europe and the Iberian peninsula (Cramp
and Simmons1983), but recoveries in Greenland and
Iceland of Mauritanian-ringed birds showthatatleast
somebirds winter in areas farther south (Altenburget al.

1982; Enset al. 1989). Fennoscandian and western Russian

birds migrate through the Baltic or along the Norwegian
coast to winter in Morocco and West Africa. A minority of
this population winters in western Europe and the western

part of the Mediterranean, but the bulk goes south of 20°N.

Ruddy Turnstones breeding from the White Sea to central
Siberia probably migrate through the Caspian Sea, Black
Sea, and Kazakhstanlakes to winter in the eastern
Mediterranean, East Africa, and the coasts of the Red Sea
and the Indian Ocean, southward to Cape Province in

South Africa. Birds of the latter population sometimesdrift
westward during autumn migration but return to the
breeding areas using a more easterly route (Cramp and
Simmons1983).

Migration patterns pictured above haveled to the
distinction of two populations of Ruddy Turnstones
within the area of the East Atlantic flyway. We have used
the Strait of Gibraltar as the demarcation line between their
wintering areas. In southwestern Europe and Morocco,

there is some overlap in the wintering areas, but numbers
wintering in this regionare relatively small and will not
greatly influence the estimates of populationsizes. ‘The
European wintering populationis estimated at 67 000 birds
(Table 3), leading to a 1% criterion of 700 birds. This
numberis likely to increase as soon as more information
becomes available on numbers wintering in Iceland,

southern Norway, and Ireland,all coasts where large
numbers of Ruddy Turnstones winter. These coasts,

however, have been surveyed very incompletely or notat
all. Sites that are “internationally important” for wintering
Ruddy Turnstonesare shown in Figure 26.
Compared with Prater’s (1976) review, the European
wintering population has increased dramatically (from
12.900 to 67 400 birds). The major reason for this increase
has been the incorporation of surveys from nonestuarine
coasts in Britain, where 35 000 were recorded (Moser and
Summers 1987). Elsewhere, numbers have also gone up
slightly, which maypartly be due to a real increase in
population. The African wintering population is estimated
at 31700 birds (Table 5), leading to a 1% criterion of 300
birds. Sites supporting “internationally important”
numbers are shownin Figure 27. Numbers present in the
Democratic Republic of Guinea(site 8 in Fig. 27) have not
yet been surveyed in detail. Numbers seen on some
mudflats surveyed during low tide (Altenburg and van der
Kamp 1989) indicate that some thousandsalso occurthere.
8.

Inland wader counts
On someoccasions, freshwater and coastal habitats

are difficult to separate. This applies, for instance, to
wetlands bordering the rivers in southern Mauritania and
Sénégambia. In this paper, the river mouths have been
considered to be coastal habitat, whereas areas farther
upstream and (to some extent temporary) lakes bordering
these have been considered as inland habitats. An exception
has been made for some temporary inland brackish lakes in
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Algeria and Tunisia. Few numerical data are available on
wader numbers inland. The most important reason for this
is that inland waders disperse over a large numberof
frequently small and ephemeral freshwater wetlands.
Furthermore, small changes in waterlevels of inland

wetlands often have drastic effects on their suitability for

waders. As a result, wader numbersat a specific inlandsite

vary much more than in most coastal habitats.
Oneof the few areas wherereliable extrapolations
on inland wintering wader numbers have been made are
the rice fields in Guinea-Bissau (Table 9). Information on
inland wader numbers in West Africa has been summarized
by Ledantet al. (1985). Importantsites are Lac d’Aleg in
Mauritania (with 1000 Black-wingedStilts), the valley of
the Sénégalriver (5000 Black-tailed Godwits) and Lac de

Guier in Sénégal (up to 100000 Ruffs and 3000 Black-tailed
Godwits), and the Gambia River(10000 Ruffs). By far the
most important inland wintering site in West Africa is the
inundation zoneof the river Niger in Mali. In this huge

Table 9
Extrapolations from wintering wader numbersin five different typesof rice fields in
Guinea-Bissau (after Altenburg and van der Kamp 1986)
Species

No.

Avocet

50-200

Little Ringed Plover

200-500

CommonRinged Plover
SnowyPlover
Black-bellied Plover
Little Stint
Curlew Sandpiper
Ruff
CommonSnipe
Black-tailed Godwit
Bar-tailed Godwit
Whimbrel
Spotted Redshank
Redshank
Marsh Sandpiper
Common Greenshank
Green Sandpiper
Wood Sandpiper
CommonSandpiper

750-1250
10-50
300-500
10 000-20 000
3000-5000
50 000-75 000
750-1250
110.000-120 000
250-500
3000-5000
500-1000
2000-4000
2500-5000
2500-5000
100-500
25 000-50 000
2000-5000

Total

212 910-299 750

area, hundreds of thousands of Ruffs, tens of thousandsof
Little Ringed Plovers, Common Ringed Plovers, Little
Stints, and Black-tailed Godwits, and thousandsof Black-

Figure 26
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=700) of the northwestern European Ruddy
Turnstone population in the East Atlantic flyway. Some wetlands holding numbers
slightly below the 1% criterion are also included: Federal Republic of Germany:
1 Wattenmeer Schleswig-Holstein (800); The Netherlands: 2 Waddenzee (2500),
3 Beach North Sea coast (600), 4 Delta (2600);Belgium: 5 Beach North Sea coast
(600); Faeroes 6 (1400); United Kingdom: 7 Belfast Lough (1100), 8 Down coast
(2000), 9 Burry Inlet (600), 10 Cornwall coast (600), 11 N Yorkshire coast (600),
12 Guernsey (700), 13 Thames(700), 14 Fife coast (700), 15 Kent coast (700), 16 Wash
(800), 17 Scilly Isles (900), 18 Tiree (1000), 19 Gwynnedcoast (1000), 20 Firth of Forth
(1100), 21 MorecambeBay(1300), 22 Northumberlandcoast (1300), 23 Lothian coast
(1300), 24 Lewis/Harris (1400), 26 Highland coast (2200), 27 Uists (2600),
28 Grampian coast (2800), 29 Strathclyde coast (3200), 30 Shetlands (5100),
31 Orkney (6000); France: 32 Bretagne N coast (2100), 33 Bretagne S coast (900).
0
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Figure 27
Wetlands supporting more than 1% (=300) of the West African Ruddy Turnstone
population in the East Atlantic flyway: Tunisia: 1 Gulf of Gabés (400); Spain:
2 CanaryIslands (1800); Mauritania: 3 Presqu’Ile de Cap Blanc (1000), 4 Banc
d’Arguin (11 000); Sénégal: 5 Delta Saloum (800); Gambia: 6 Gambia River (400);
Guinea-Bissau: 7 Arquipelago dos Bijagos (15 000)

wingedStilts, Collared Pratincoles Glareola pratincola,
Common Snipes, Common Greenshanks, and Spotted

Redshanks may winter. Complete simultaneous counts or
aerial censuses of waders have notyet been possible. The
data from freshwater counts obviously show different
Species composition compared with the coastal censuses.

Ruff, Black-tailed Godwit, Little Stint, and several Tringa

Species dominate the freshwater species spectrum. An
estimate for the total numberof waders wintering inlandis
still impossible to give but will be in the order of several
million. This meansthat the total number of waders, from
coastal as well as freshwater habitats, using the East

Atlantic flyway maybe in the orderof 10 million.
From data in Price et al. (1986) and Summerset al.
(19872), we can makea roughestimatein the order of 5 to
6 million wintering waders for the entire East African/
Arabian flyway. The most important inland area is the
pools and flooded grasslands of the Sudd in Sudan, where
hundreds of thousandsof Little Stints, Ruffs, Common

Snipes, and Wood Sandpipers are present until January.

The waders using Lake Chad (1 million Ruffs within a

25-km radius around the mouth ofthe Yobe Riverin
March-April 1967; Ash et al. 1967) and those wintering in
Egypt have been excluded from the estimate for the total
numbers using the East African/Arabian flyway. Those
areas have been considered to be part of the Mediterranean
flyway. Numbers usingthelatter flyway are evenless well
known,and information on waders wintering in Central
Africa is largely lacking. We know only that in the Congo
basin the most frequently encountered waderis the
Common Sandpiper, occurring “from sea level up to 6000
feet along the banks of almostevery river” and “around
any lake or open marshyspot, usually in small numbers,
often singly” (Chapin 1939).
Onthebasis of data given by Tye (1987), we may
€stimate the numberfor the Atlantic African coast from
Ghanato Angola at 250000. Meininger (in Summerset al.

replaced after the breeding season (the change from breeding to nonbreeding plumage), with partof the belly, breast,
and headfeathers, and the wing coverts being renewed in
spring (the change from nonbreedingto breeding
plumage). As a rule, the flight (wing andtail) feathers are
moulted only once, sometimeafter the breeding season.
Moult, and especially the moult of theflight
feathers, was considered by many authors to be an

energetically costly process (Hanson 1962; Payne 1972;

Boere 1976; Murton and Westwood 1977). Recent studies
have shown, however, that it is likely that the costs of

growing newfeathers depend on the species’ diet (Masman
et al. 1986), vegetarian birds incurring much highercosts
than carnivorousbirds. Because waders feed on a variety of
invertebrate animals, the costs of feather synthesis during
moult may actually not add muchto their required
daily intake.
Nevertheless, there are other auxiliary costs to the
process of moult. Moulting the body feathers leads to
decreased insulation (Masmanet al. 1986) and hence to
increased costs of thermoregulation below certain air
temperatures (the so-called Lower Critical Temperature:

Figure 28
Seasonal changes in the appearance of adult male Black-bellied Plovers (right), and
the timing andprocess of wing moult (illustrated at left). The bird drawingsare
modified after Haymanet al. (1986). Moult schedules are compiled from data in
Boere (1976) and Branson(1987).

1987a) estimated wader numbers in coastal and inland

Egypt at approximately 300000. Putting the figure for
Lake Chad at1 million, we arrive at a total wintering

Population for the Mediterranean flywayofatleast 1.5
million birds. This figure does not include data for the
Black Sea and the Russian part of the Caspian Sea,as data
from those areasarestill not available. The total numberof
waders wintering in the whole areaof the three flyways
described here can therefore be estimated to be in the order
of 15 to 20 million. The major unknownfactors that could
affect this figure are the still unreliable estimates for the
numbers present in the Niger inundation zone in Mali, in
Sudan, and around Lake Chad. The numbers of waders
Occurringsolitarily or in small flocks alongrivers, small
pools, and marshesare also important but unknown.
9.

Added importanceof sites during migration

9.1.

Moult
Moult is the process of replacing worn plumage.
ing moult is the most conspicuoustypeof active moult,

often beingvisible in waders flying overhead (Fig. 28). The

active moult of body feathers is not visible if the bird is not
in the hand,but the effects of moult may show upas
changes in plumagecolouration (Fig. 28). The various
eather tracts are moulted at different frequencies and at
different times of the year. The usual pattern in adult
waders(Fig. 28) is for the body plumage to be completely
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approx. 22°C for small waders, such as Ruddy Turnstones,
downto approx. 10°C for large waders, such as Oystercatchers; Kersten and Piersma 1987). During the replacementof the flight feathers, the wing is incomplete, leading
to increased wing loading and flapping frequencies (Sach
1968) and henceto increased energycosts of flight (Masman
and Klaassen 1987). Incomplete wings mayalso lead to a
decreased manoeuvrability in the air (Boere 1976) and so to
increased risks of raptorial predation.
There are thus several good reasonsto consider the
periods of moult, and especially the period of wing moult,
as critical times in the annualcycle of waders.It is
therefore likely that, during moult, waders have special
habitat (feeding and roosting site) requirements.
Although the complete body moult, and the wing
moult, always start sometime after the breeding season
(i.e., in the northern autumn), coastal wader species show

considerable variability in the exact timing of wing moult
and the locations of moulting sites (Table 10). A comprehensive discussion of the variation in wing moult is
provided by Prater (1981d).
Whereas different subspecies may moult at different
sites along the East Atlantic flyway, in some species even
individuals may use more than onesite during one moult
of their flight feathers (Table 10). Active wing moult
probably interferes with flying large distances (although
some waders do migrate in active wing moult; see
Pienkowskiet al. 1976 and Holmgren 1987), and therefore
such individuals temporarily interrupt (suspend) their
wing moult. After a migratory flight, and perhaps a
fattening period at a relatively unfavourable location,
moult is resumed elsewhere. Usually moult is suspended
for less than two months. By moultingin separate steps,
these waders maybe able to use good (and sometimes
temporary) food resources at locations that are spread out
along the migratory route.
At southern moulting sites, wing moult takes place

later in the year than at the northern sites, and moult tends

to be spread over a longer period (Fig. 29). Waders coming
from the (sub)arctic breeding groundsarrivefirst in the

northern coastal wetlands. In addition, the better climatic

conditions (and food resources?) at the southernmost
locations provide favourable circumstances for moult
during a larger part of the year. Immature (nonbreeding)
birds, which have spent the northern summer on the

wintering grounds, usually start their wing moult several
weeksahead of the adults. It has long been realized that the
distribution of waders in the period of wing moult
(August-September)is very different from the distribution
of waders in winter(e.g., Prater 19816; Pienkowski and
Evans 1984). As shown in Figure 29, moulting coastal
waders are concentrated in the largest tidal areas in western
Europe and West Africa. The international Wadden Sea
and the Banc d’Arguin in Mauritania, each supporting well
over a million (and probably over 2 million) waders during
moult, are the most important moulting areas. The large
estuaries of western and eastern Great Britain, the Dutch
Delta, and the coastal wetlands in Tunisia and Guinea-

Bissau are also very important, each supportingatleast
100000 moulting waders. Even within the large European

estuaries, moulting waders are notdistributed in the same

way as during winter. Accordingto Prater (19810): “Very
large concentrations occur on the more inaccessible
mudflats where there are extensive saltmarshes.”’ ‘The
special importance of the largest coastal wetlands may to a
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large extent be because they provide both undisturbed area
and sufficient food.
9.2.

Preparingforflights to faraway destinations:
differential importance ofsites along migratory
pathways
Flying is an energetically expensive activity: its cost
is seven to 10 timesthat of sleeping under “thermoneutral”’

conditions (Masman and Klaassen 1987). To fuel flights
between successive sites along a migration route, waders

store large amounts of fat and protein before departure,
sometimes almost doubling their body mass(e.g., Davidson
1984). Recent studies on body composition changes in
waders before long-distance flights show that 50-60% of the
weight increase is due to the deposition of fat. The remaining 40-50% is attributable to increases in the mass of

(muscle) protein (Davidson and Evans 1986; van Brederode
and Piersma 1989; Piersma and Jukema1989).

Increases in body mass necessitate increases in the

daily amount of ingested food. At somesites, food, or the

density of competing conspecifics, may limit the possible
daily weight increase (Piersma 1987). If the first suitable site
after departure is attainable only after a long-distance
flight, the period of premigratory ‘‘fattening’’ must in such
circumstances be extended. If, during the actual flight to a
site, winds are favourable, flight time and therefore flight

cost can be much reduced (Piersma 1987). For this reason, it
is likely that, during migration, waders alwaystry to
choose the heights at which they can profit most from
tailwinds (Richardson 1979). If only headwindsare
encountered, migration may temporarily be suspended (if a
suitable landingsite is nearby), or the next stopoversite
may notbe reached.In the latter case, a period of
premigratory “‘fattening”’ at a suboptimal site may be
required.
Waders show an amazingvariety of strategies to
cover the distances between breeding and wintering
grounds (Burger and Olla 1984). Figure 30 portrays three
possible travel schemes for waders returning from the
important wintering area of Banc d’Arguin, in Mauritania,
to the northern breeding groundsin spring. ““Hoppers’”’
cover the distancein a series of short flights, using many
stopoversites, ‘‘skippers’”’ are intermediate, and “‘jumpers”’
travel from wintering to breeding areas in a few long
flights, using few stopoversites. As shownin Figure31,
makinga series of shortflights (hop) is always energetically cheaper than covering the same distance in one or two
long flights (jump). This is because there are added costs of
transporting the extra fuel (i.e., fat and some protein). For
birds that are able to use many different stopoversites, the
temporary unavailability of one suchsite is less dramatic
than for a “jumper,” as ““hoppers’’ can fairly easily move to
the next suitable site. Also, because the average rate of

weightincreaseis less for a hopper than for a jumper, there
are smaller risks of delays caused by limitations on weight
gain in hoppers. In addition, because theflights are so
muchshorter, there is less chance that adverse wind

conditions duringthe flights will disturb travel schedules.
The only extra problem for hoppers may be that they have
to find themselves good feedingsites at each successive
stopoverarea, and this may take some time (Alerstam and
Lindstrém 1989).
“Jumping” is therefore not only a costly but also a
“risky” strategy, in the sense that adverse feeding conditions at the stopoversites or unfavourable winds en route

Table 10
Characteristics of the wing moult ofadults of the coastal wader species using the
East Atlantic flyway (compiled from data in Dick 1975; Boere 1976; Cramp and
Simmons1983; Ginn and Melville 1983; Pienkowski and Evans 1984)

Species/
subspecies

Occurrence of
suspended moult?4

Oystercatcher
Avocet
CommonRinged Plover

No
No
Yes, arctic breeders
maystart on breeding
grounds
Yes
Yes, common

Snowy Plover
Black-bellied Plover
Knot
C. canutus canutus
C. canutus islandica
Sanderling
Little Stint

Timing

Main moulting
area(s)

Late July-September
July-early October
Late July-October

W Europe
W Europe
W Europe and W Africa

July-September
August-November

?
W Europe and W Africa
W
W
W
W

Yes, uncommon

August-November
August-October
August-October
Late September-January
(some resume moult in March)
September-November

Yes
No?
No
No
No
No

July-October
July-September
August-November
August-November
August-early November
Late June-October

W
W
W
W
W
W

No
Yes, common
Yes, common
No

July-October
July-October
Late July-November

W Europe
W Europe and W Africa
W Africa?

No
No
No
Yes, common

Curlew Sandpiper
Dunlin
C. alpina alpina
C. alpina schinzii (Baltic)
C. alpina schinzii (Iceland)
C. alpina arctica
Bar-tailed Godwit
Curlew
Redshank
Tringa totanus islandica
Tringa totanus totanus
Common Greenshank
Ruddy Turnstone

Africa
Europe
Europe and Africa
Africa

W Africa

August-November

Europe
Europe
Africa
Africa
Europe and W Africa
Europe

W Europe and W Africa

“Note that suspended moult is recorded in almost all species: “‘No’’ means therefore
that it is rare (<2% of adults showingit).

Figure 29
Latitudinal variation in the occurrence of wing moult in adult coastal waders, and
the distribution of important moulting sites. Small dot: important site (>100 000);
large dot: very important site (>1 000000 moulting waders: Wadden Sea, Banc
d’Arguin). Information on the timing of moult is from Morrison (1976), Boere
(1976), Pienkowski et al. (1976), Dick (1975), Wymenga (pers. commun.), Dean
(1977), Prater (19816), and Waltner and Sinclair (1981). Information on distribution
is from Prater (1981b) and IWRB Wader Research Group archives.
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Figure 31
Body mass changes during a migratory episode for waders using the two extreme
travel schemes — hopor jump (Fig. 30) — andthetotalflight costs compared
(vertical bars; after Piersma 1987). Note that makinga few long flights costs more
energy becauseof the extra costs for transporting the additional fat and protein.
Note also that the higher flight costs lead to a steeper average slope of body mass
increase in “jumpers.”
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Figure 30
Threealternative travel schemes of waders flying from the West African wintering
groundstotheir breeding destinations in spring: hop (e.g., early migrating Ruddy
Turnstones); skip (e.g., early migrating Dunlins, Redshanks); or jump (e.g., Knots,
Bar-tailed Godwits) (from Piersma 1987)
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are likely to lead to later than optimalarrival times on the
breeding grounds. The reason that many waders nevertheless make very long flights is thoughtto be due to a limited
availability of high-quality feeding (stopover) habitats
along their flyways (Piersma 1987) and, in somecases, the
need to cross large bodies of waterorice (e.g., when flying
from North to South America, from the Asian continent to
Australia, or from Iceland to Europe; cf. Alerstam
et al. 1986).

Of course, the precise distinctions between
“hoppers,” “skippers,” and ‘“‘jumpers”’ are arbitrary and
mainly of heuristic value. However, the existence of
different migration schemes(strategies) has important
implicationsfor evaluating the importanceof different
wetlands along a migratory trajectory for a certain species.
Oneimplicationis that the last stopover site before the
breeding area is the most “‘crucial”’ in the sense that delays
in fattening or timingcanstill be overcome there. Thisis
possible by speeding up the fattening rate, allowing the
bird to depart on time andto arrive on the breedingsite in
good body condition (Davidson and Evans1989). It is still
unknown whetherthe “‘last-site effect’’ holds for the return

to the wintering groundsas well, but in generalit is clear
that the fewer stopoversites a species uses, the stronger an
eventual “‘last-site effect’? will be (Piersma 1987).
A second implicationis that sites that are important
for jumpers have added conservation value. A third
implication is that because jumpers are susceptible to
adverse conditions, both during their long flights and on
the staging areas, they may sometimes have to rely on
“emergency” sites. Emergencysites are areas where under
“normal”’ (average) circumstances few birds show up
during the migrations, but sometimes, when adverse
conditions force them to do so, they stage in great numbers.
The phenomenoncan beillustrated by the example of the
Siberian Knot, a typical jumper. Siberian Knots seem to use
the intertidal areas of, for example, west-central France in

large numbers only during springs when windconditions
between West Africa and western Europeare particularly
unfavourable (Fig. 32; Piersma et al. 19876, and unpubl.
data). Althoughthisis not clear from listing of the
average counted numbers, in someyearsthe intertidal areas
of west-central France are of crucial importancefor the
greater part of the population of Siberian Knots.

Figure 32
The migration system of the two populations (subspecies) of Knots (Nearctic Knots
Calidris canutus islandica and Siberian Knots C. c. canutus) within the East
Atlantic flyway system (left) and the role of some western Europeansites as
emergency stopoversites for Siberian Knots (right). Information was compiled from
Dicket al. (1976, 1987), Davidsonetal. (1986), and Piersmaetal. (19876, and unpubl.
data).
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Turnover

The evaluation ofthe relative international
conservation importance of coastal wetlands has generally
been made through the examination of counts carried out
at regular intervals. However, such counts give a true
measure of the usage of wetlands only if population
turnover between counts is small. That may be fairly true
in midwinter, which is the main reason whytheresults of
midwinter counts are used to estimate total population
sizes, but it is definitely not the case in spring and autumn.
During the passage periods, population turnover of waders
mayberapid, especially at wetlands located between the
wintering and the breeding areas. The existence of turnover
means that many more individual waders may use a
wetland thanis indicated by the average or even peak
numberfound duringa series of counts.
Because it should be our aim to evaluate the importance of a wetland based on knowledge of the proportion of
birds of a certain population usingthe particularsite in
different phases of its annual cycle, the measurementof
population turnover presents a major methodological
challenge. In view ofthe difficulties of measuring turnover,
especially at larger coastal sites, few such studies have yet
been carried out. A simple method to get a minimum
estimate of the numberof individualbirds is to count the
birds very regularly (e.g., once every 3-5 days). Assuming
that the differences between the counted numbers are due
only to birds movingin and out of thesite, the differences
between counted numbers can be summedto give a

minimum figure for the usage of the site by individual
birds. A better estimate of turnover can be obtained by
colour-marking a sample of birds in a population and then
followingtheir fate (i.e., whether they stay or leave) by
regularly scan-samplingthe birds present (e.g., Moser and
Carrier 1983). With good catches, regular population
counts, and colour-mark scans, it is possible to come up
with quite accurate estimates of population turnover. In
addition, estimates of the average staging times of
individual birds can be obtained (Kersten and Smit 1984).
The methodology of such turnoverstudies is discussed in
detail by Kersten and Piersma (1983) and Kersten and

Smit (1984).
Population turnover studies of waders using staging
sites in spring have yielded the followingresults. Moser
and Carrier (1983) were able to show that the numberof
individual Common Ringed Plovers using the Solway
Firth in spring 1983 wasat least twice the number recorded

during peak counts. At the same time, the numbersof

Ruddy Turnstones using the site were barely in excess of
peak counts. Kersten and Smit (1984) found that the numbers of individual Common Ringed Plovers, Redshanks,

and Dunlins using the small Sidi Moussaestuary in

Morocco in March 1981 were on average 1.5 times the
numberpresent on | March. The calculated average

staging times were 6.3 days for CommonRinged Plover,
8.5 days for Redshank,and12.2 days for Dunlin. These

examination of the counts only. Even shorter staging times
and consequently higher turnoverrates are reported for
Little Stints migrating in spring through the Porto Lagos
area, a wetland in northeastern Greece. Spiekman (1989),
who counted a maximum of 3000 birds, estimated an
average length of stay of 3.5 days, which meantthatatleast
24000 Little Stints used the Porto Lagos area in the spring
of 1986.
Ais

Discussion

11.1.

Changes in apparent populationsize since
Prater (1976)

A comparison of the previous population estimates
for wintering waders (Prater 1976) with data presented in
this review shows dramatic differences for the African
wintering quarters. These differences are mainly due to
more complete counts (Morocco, Mauritania) and to the
discovery and assessment of newsites (Guinea-Bissau,
Sierra Leone, Liberia). It is much more interesting to
compare the European data, because for many European
coastal wetlandsdetailed data were already available by the
mid-1970s.
‘Table 11 showsthe results of this comparison for the
most numerousspecies. Numbers of Oystercatchers,
CommonRinged Plovers, Black-bellied Plovers, Ruddy
Turnstones, Purple Sandpipers, Sanderlings, Bar-tailed
Godwits, Eurasian Curlews, and Avocets have gone up,

whereas numbers of Knots, Dunlins, and Redshanks have
gone down. Thetotal figures in Prater’s (1976) and the
present review differ by about 370000, an increase of about
13%. There are two potential reasons for such an increase.

Figure 33
Changesin thetotal numbers of Dunlins at any one time in a Moroccan coastal
wetland (Sidi Moussa estuary, 150 km south of Casablanca), and the cumulative
numberof Dunlins having usedthis site in the springs of 1981 and 1982 from
1 Marchtolate April. The measurements (counts, catches to colour-mark birds, and
scan samples to estimate the number of markedbirdsstill present), which give an
estimate for the cumulative number,also leadto anestimate of the turnover rate
during a whole spring migration season (late February to mid-May). This figure is
compiled from data in Kersten and Piersma(1984), Kersten and Smit (1984), and
Kersten (unpubl. data).
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Table 11
Changesin wader population sizes in midwinter along the European Atlantic coast,
from Prater (1976) and this review, and the most important reasons behind these
changes
Species

Prater 1976

This paper

559000

856000

18 300
19 800

34500
42500

<50
29 200
609 300
10000
?
1180000
40 100
89 200

5100
61200
345300
26600
32400
1135000
45500
114900

Eurasian Curlew
Redshank
Ruddy Turnstone

145 900
123 900
12900

314700
121600
67400

Total (all species)

2840000

3208 000

Oystercatcher
Avocet
CommonRinged Plover
Snowy Plover
Black-bellied Plover
Knot
Sanderling
Purple Sandpiper
Dunlin
Black-tailed Godwit
Bar-tailed Godwit

Reasons for change
Population increase,
more complete coverage
More complete coverage?
Population increase,
more complete coverage
More complete coverage
Population increase
Population decline
More complete coverage
More complete coverage
Population decline
?
Populationincrease,
more complete coverage
Increase in coverage
Populationdecline
Increase in coverage

First, numbers may actually have gone up. Secondly, more
complete coverage has been achieved. No doubtthelatter
has been the case. Surveys in nonestuarine habitats in
Britain alone have yielded 240 000 waders (Moser 1987).

Elsewhere in Europe, counts have become more complete
as well. This applies especially for Ireland, France, Spain,
and Portugal, but to some extent also for the Wadden Sea

and the Delta. Real population changes can best be

documented using index values, 4s has been done in the

Birds of Estuaries Enquiry, the wader monitoring program
of the BTO/NCC/RSPB(Pr¥s-Jones and Kirby 1987). In
calculating these indices, only those sites that have been
surveyed in consecutive years are included. Results
therefore cannotbe affected by changesin sites covered
between years.
Real population changes can be noted for Oystercatchers, for which an increase in wintering numbersis
obviousin Britain (Fig. 34). Large numbers of Oystercatchers also appear to be present in previously uncensused
areas, such as the nonestuarine coast in Britain, the

WaddenSea in Niedersachsen, and probably elsewhere.
Higher breeding population figures have been found in
The Netherlands (see Section 7.1.), where numbers
increased from 43 000 to 50000 pairs in 1972-77 (Teixeira
1979) to 90000 by the mid-1980s (Piersma 1986d).
There has also been an increase in Black-bellied
Plover numbers. Historical figures from Great Britain
showthatthis increase started in the 1930s and has
continued overthe last 15 years (Fig. 34). Duringthelatter
period, increases have been noted in only some of the
British estuaries, especially those supporting rather small
numbersin the past (Moser 1988). As for the Oystercatcher,
the population increase of Black-bellied Plovers seems to be
linked to an actual increase in populationsize.

A decrease in Dunlin is noted mainly in Britain and

France. Elsewhere, numbers have remained stable or have

gone up somewhat, possibly as a result of more complete
coverage. The decrease in Britain seems to be explained
mainly by the spread of cord grass Spartina anglica
(cf. Section 11.3.).
As a result of changes in wader population sizes, the
1% criteria may need to be changed as well. In the case of a
population increase, this implies that the “international
value’’ of many sites may decrease. Fewersites will meet the
higher international standards. For species wintering in
previously uncensused areas in Africa, it would be unrealistic not to take the higher figures into account. The same
holds true for northwestern European sites harbouring
these birds in spring. When quantifying the value of a
northwestern European wetland as a winteringsite, the
opposite would be true:in this case, it would be unrealistic
to take the African winter figures into account, because
these birds will never winter in a northwestern European
site. For some species, it is not difficult to distinguish
European from African wintering populations. Forothers,
different populations cannot be separated easily or mix
together in the wintering areas. In the species descriptions
(Sections 7.1.-7.21.), a separation into subpopulationsor
subspecies has been made whereverpossible to cope with
this problem. Only in this way can the differencesin site
use by various populationsin the East Atlantic flyway be
made apparent. If different populations do mix in autumn
or spring staging areas, this fact should be acknowledged
by applying a combinationof 1% criteria of both
populations.
11.2.

Are the wintering areas “full’’?
Ever since coastal wetlands and waders began to be a
focus for the attention of scientists and nature conservationists, the question as to whetherthe intertidal feeding areas
used by waders are “‘full” has been a subject of intensive
research and discussion (e.g., Evans 1976; Zwarts 1977, 1984;
Goss-Custard 1977, 1978/79, 1980, 1985; Zwarts and Drent

1981; Evans and Dugan 1984; Zwarts and Wanink1984). A
“full” wetland can be defined as an area where the addition
of birds would reduce the chances of survival and/or
reproduction of those already present. The question is a

Figure 34
Index values for four wader species wintering on theBritish Isles, based upon
counts in wetlands counted in subsequent years (data from Prys-Jones and
Kirby 1987)
Black-bellied Plover

Oystercatcher

200

Knot numbers in Europe show drastic decline,

especially in France: Prater’s estimate was 110000, whereas
the recent one is 16000. Numbers in the Baie MontSt.
Michel were 40000 in 1965-69, whereas in January 1987
only 5180 were counted. Over the same period, numbers

decreased from 2000 to 150 in the Golfe du Morbihan, and
in the Baie de l’Aiguillon from 25000 to 5650 (Mahéo, in
litt.). Numbers in Britain have also gone down, which can

be demonstrated through the index values (Fig. 34). A series
of bad breeding seasons may have contributed to this
decline (cf. Section 7.7.).
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very complicated one, however, as the processes of

regulation of numbers work overlarge temporal and

Spatial scales. This meansthat the effects of, for example,

local reductions in available food stocks or feeding area are
rarely directly visible (cf. Lambecket al. 1987; Goss-Custard
and Moser 1988; and below). Wader numbers may be
limited on the breeding grounds, on the wintering grounds,
and/or on the staging areas used during the migrations
(e.g., Goss-Custard 1978/79). Regulation maytake place

simultaneously in different phases of the annual cycle
(Fretwell 1972) and mayaffect different parts of the

population (e.g., sex or age groups) differently via changes
in mortality or reproduction. It falls outside the scope of
this paper to review in detail thestate of affairs in this field
of research (for a recent summary, see Goss-Custard 1985).
In spite of the many complications involved in
showing that wetlands have reached “carrying capacity,”
Mostscientists concerned seem to agree that it is very likely
that reductions in the present area of mudflats along the
East Atlantic flyway will result in reductions in the number
of waders that are dependent on these wetlands (GossCustard 1977, 1978/79, 1980, 1983, 1985; Zwarts 1984).
One of the most convincing cases showing that
coastal wader populations in western Europe are indeed
limited by feeding area comes from a recent analysis by
Goss-Custard and Moser(1988) of the changing numbers of

Dunlins wintering in Britain. They documentedthat the
number of Dunlins in Britain showed a continuous

decrease between 1971-72 and 1985-86, a decrease that up to

1977-78 also occurred in other European wintering areas
but then stopped. Dunlin numbers declined atthe greatest
rates in those areas where cord grass spread over the
intertidal flats. On the vegetated mudflat areas, the birds

were no longerable to feed. The data suggest that most

displaced Dunlins were unable to reestablish themselves

elsewhere. Apart from showing convincingly theeffects of
loss of feeding habitat on populationsize, the study also
indicates the potentially powerful use that can be made of

large series of counts.
11.3.

Humansite use andthe limited knowledgeof
inland waders in Africa

We have acknowledged above (Section 8.) that as yet
little is known aboutthe numbers anddistribution of
waders wintering in inland West Africa and about their
ecology (cf. Altenburg and van der Kamp 1985, 1986;
Altenburg et al. 1986; Jarry et al. 1987). This is unfortunate,
because human pressures on wetland ecosystemsare
particularly intensive on the floodplainsof Africa (e.g.,
Gerster 1975; Welcomme 1979; Gallais 1984; Drijver and
Marchand 1985; IUCN 1986a, 19866; Dugan 1987; OAG

Miinsteret al., unpubl. data). Seasonal cattle grazing and
fishing belongto the original humanactivities on the

floodplain areas. Although theseactivities have intensified
as a result of the recent Sahel drought andthe increasing
human populations, suchrelatively small-scale activities

do not appear to change the wetland ecosystems
irreversibly. This cannotbe said of the numerous

floodplain reclamation andirrigation schemes, and the
attendant river damming projects, that are now being
completed, carried out, or planned (Drijver and Marchand

1985).

In responseto the threats to the birds using inland

wetlands in Africa, a few desk studies have been commissioned by ICBP (Grimmett 1987; Jarry et al. 1987; van der

Linden 1988). The positive and significant correlations
between the yearly average sizes of the breeding populations of migrant waders and other species in parts of
Europe, and the average monthly water discharge values of,
for example, the river Niger in the preceding winter,
suggest that the foreseen ecological changes in the Sahel
wetlands will affect European migratory bird populations
(for review, see van der Linden 1988). However, such
correlations do notlead to predictions about the
consequences for migrant birds of changesin the flooding
regimes of the floodplainsas a result of dams.
Whatis needed here are more detailed field studies
on the sites. Because no timeis to be lost, we advocate the

concurrent use of various approaches: research activities
involving ringing, counting, monitoring body weights,
making feeding observations, and sampling the prey
populations should all be undertaken in wetlands in
inland West Africa. Studies in which pieces of habitat are
manipulated according to the predicted hydrological effects
of the plannedcivil engineering works, in conjunction
with suchintensive ecological studies, could be especially
rewarding andinsightful. If the public, the planners, the
governments, and the funding agencies take ecology
seriously, as they seem to do these days in the case of coastal
wetlands in much of western Europe(e.g., Goss-Custard
1987), they should make the resources available for in-depth
studies on waders and other water birds in West Africa,
both before carrying out, and during the implementation
of, the projects.
11.4.

Complicationsin the assessmentof coastal
wetlandsites
The use of 1% criteria has been an effective tool for
the identification of important wetlands for wintering
waders and waterfowl (Fuller and Langslow 1986) and will
continueto be in the future. New 1% criteria stemming
from this paper are summarized in Table 12.
Sections 9. and 10. have shownthatthere are
obvious shortcomingsin the use of 1% criteria. This is
clearly demonstrated through the example of the Sidi
Moussaestuary, which does not qualify under the
“normal” criteria. Because of a high turnover, however, we
can determine that it supports a much higher numberof
birds andin fact does qualify. The scarcity of intensive
population turnoverstudies of waders during migration
periods meansthatat presentit is often impossible to
evaluate realistically the numerical importance ofsites
outside the winter season. This is especially a problem for
the evaluation of the small wetlands along migratory
corridors (e.g., those along the Moroccan coast and in the
Mediterranean). When turnoverestimates are available, and
whenit is known which particular populations are
involved, it is possible to apply the numericalcriteria given
above (based on the wintering numbersof the appropriate
populations) to evaluate the conservation importance of a
site. We advocate that much more time and energy should
be spent in determiningthetrue usageof stagingsites by
migrating waders.
Somesites have an “‘additional value,” because they

act as a moulting place or as a staging site used specifically
for laying downlarge fat reserves. Sites may also act as a
cold weather refuge. At such a site, average wader numbers
maybe rather low in normalyears but mayincrease greatly
as a result of severe cold elsewhere. In this case, such a site

is of vital importance for a much larger numberof birds
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Table 12
Population estimates and 1% criteria for all species, subspecies, and biogeographical
populationsconsidered in this review
Species
Oystercatcher
Black-winged Stilt
Avocet
CommonRinged Plover
NW Europe
S Europe, Africa
Snowy Plover
Black-bellied Plover
Knot
C. c. canutus
C. c. islandica
Sanderling
Little Stint
Curlew Sandpiper
Purple Sandpiper
Dunlin
C.a. arctica
C. a. schinzii (Icelandic)
C. a. schinzii (temperate)
C. a. alpina
Black-tailed Godwit (L. l. islandica)
Bar-tailed Godwit
European
W African
Whimbrel
Eurasian Curlew
Spotted Redshank
Redshank
NW European
S European, W African
Common Greenshank
CommonSandpiper
Ruddy Turnstone
European
W African

Population
estimate

_1% criterion
suggested

874 000
6000
67000

9000
60
700

48 000
195 000
67000
168 000

500
2000
700
1500

512000
345 000
123 000
211000
436 000
50000

5000
3500
1000
2000
4500
500

15000
800 000
21000
1373 000
66 000

150
800
200
14000
700

115000
707 000
69 000
348 000
6500

1000
7000
700
3500
-

109 000
177000
19000
39.000

1500
1500
-

67 000
32000

700
300

than indicated by average results from counts. The sameis
true for the Knot example, given in Section 9.2., where the

Vendée acts as a reserve staging site under special conditions. This example suggests that it is always better to use
maximum, rather than average, counts to evaluate the

importanceofsites used by a certain species during passage
periods. In addition, the arguments given in Section 9.2.
indicate that the relative location of a site along a
migratory route should be taken into account when
evaluatingthe site. Those staging sites that are used before
the final flight to the breeding groundsare likely to be of
particular importance. It is clear that numerical data only
are unlikely to give a complete picture of the importance of
a site for a particular species or population. For a
comprehensive evaluation of a site, an understanding of the
migratory strategies of its main visiting species is certainly
required.
In the future, it will be necessary to carry out counts
as well as additional research focussed on feeding ecology
and wadercatching. Feeding ecological studies provide
information onsite use, energy intake, and behaviourof
the species present, which maybevital information in
determining the specific value of a site. Catching and
marking may provide information on turnover and
additional data on biometrics (Engelmoeret al. 1987).

These mayhelp to discriminate better between different
populations and may be combined with future DNA
analyses.

12;

Conclusions and recommendations

As a result of more complete coverage of sites
supporting populations of wintering waders, and of a
variety of additional ecological research connected to the
migrations of wader populations, a much more profound
understanding of wader migration and site use has evolved
than waspossible at the time of the previous review of
wader numbers by Prater (1976). Not only are we capable of
estimating population sizes more accurately, but we are
also able to identify wintering population distribution in
more detail. Population estimates and the use of the 1%
criterion to determine the relative importance of a site have
been shownto be very useful tools for conservation
purposes (Smart 1987).
Despite the fact that the wader populations and
migrations along the East Atlantic flywayare relatively
well known,there are still large and important gaps in our
knowledge. A more profound understanding of wader
population changes anddistribution can emerge only by
studying the following 14 topics identified by Piersma
et al. (1987):
(1) population sizes of waders breeding in the Soviet
Union andin countries around the Mediterranean;

(2) changes in the populationsizes of waders breeding in
Europe;

(3) geographical variations in productivity per pair, and
per unit area, over breeding ranges in Europe;
(4) autumn migration patterns of inland waders;
(5) the relative importance of different coastal moulting
sites along the East Atlantic flyway;
(6) the winter distribution over Europe of open-habitat

inland waders (e.g., Golden Plovers, Lapwings, Eurasian

Curlews);

(7) numbers of waders wintering inland in Africa;
(8) numbers of wintering waders along the Gulf of Guinea

(from Guinea to Angola);
(9) numbers of waders wintering along the nonestuarine
coasts of Europe (and Africa);
(10) population fluctuations of waders wintering in coastal
West Africa;
(11) size and composition of the oversummering wader
populationsalong the East Atlantic flyway;
(12) spring migration patterns of inland waders;
(13) migratory pathways of the waders wintering in coastal
West Africa; and

(14) connections involving migrating waders between the
East Atlantic and Mediterranean flyways.
Topic 4 is currently under study in a project
coordinated by the OAG Minster(1987). Topics 7-14
should form the main topics to be studied by the Wader
Study Group and the IWRB WaderResearch group. Topic
8 has been the subject of a preliminary desk study, using
maritime mapsandsatellite images to determinethesize of
mudflat areas (Altenburg 1987; Tye and Tye 1987).
Hypotheses emerging from such desk studies will have to
be verified in the field. This can be done only by organizing expeditions to carry out surveys and to do ringing
work. Thelatter can supply highly valuable biometrical
information relating to the origin of the birds concerned.
Topics 13 and 14 are essential for a more complete
understanding of migration routes of waders wintering in
West Africa. Areas in the eastern Mediterranean, the Black
Sea, and the Caspian Sea deserve much moreattention.
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Even in western Europe there remains much scope for
future work. One example is the migration strategy and

biology of the relatively rare temperate Dunlin population.
Another exampleis the incompletely understood way in
which waders successively exploit chains of wetlands
during migration. It cannot be emphasized sufficiently that
migrating wadersare ecologically fully dependent on small
numbers of wetlands. The total size of these is very small,

and the habitat type is in great demandfor various kinds of
distinctive human exploitation (Smit et al. 1987). Many
of the sites exploited by wintering and migrating waders
are threatened, demonstrating the need for further
conservation efforts as well as for the studies mentioned
under topics 1-14.
13,

Summary

Results of midwinter wader censuses and recent
ideas on migration routes and strategies have led to new
Populationestimates for the numbers of waders wintering
in western Europe and West Africa. Many wader species
winteringin this area, referred to as the East Atlantic

flyway, migrate as far south as the Gulf of Guinea. On the

East Atlantic coast, approximately 7.5 million waders
winter in coastal habitats alone: 3.2 million along the

European Atlantic coast, 360000 in the western part of the
Mediterranean, and about 4 million in West Africa.

Individual species may use wintering areas beyond the
Gulf of Guinea, somespecies reaching Cape Province,
South Africa. Other species, or specific populations, have a
more limited winter distribution. Separate subpopulations
were distinguished wheneverit was possible to link a
Specific breeding population to a specific wintering area
and to recognize this specific population by plumage
characteristics or biometrics. For all species or subpopulations, 1% criteria were determined. Sites supporting
numbers exceeding these 1% levels were listed and mapped.
For somespecies, considerable changes in numbers
wintering in western Europe were apparent when
comparingthe present figures with population assessments
from the mid-4970s. Someof these differences may be due
to real population changesas well as to the greater
completeness of recent surveys. The numbersof Knots,
Dunlins, and Redshanks appear to have decreasedsince the

early 1970s. Individual sites may be much more important

than is apparent from results of counts alone. Sites may
show high turnoversof migrating birds, and some have

Specific functions as moulting areas or as staging areas

used to fatten up. Only a combination of counts, ringing
work yielding biometrical data, and specific ecological
research can give insights into the way waders exploit these
Sites. Because many coastal wetlands are under serious
threat of reclamation, habitat destruction, or pollution,

further studies are urgently needed to provide knowledge of
stll unsurveyed areas, to document changes in numbers
and site use in well-knownareas, and to evaluate the effects

of conservation measures.
14.
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